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Abstract

Testing high speed (> 1 GHz) digital ICs is not a trivial task. Clean and fast edge
rates (< 150 ps) as well as a controlled impedance DUT @evice Under Test) environment
are required for proper IC characterization. Unfortunaæly, in a university setting a high
speed tester (HP, Tektronix, IMS) is not financially feasible and hybrid or ad hoc testing
techniques are utilized. These techniques provide limiæd IC characterization results and
are very inflexible. This thesis will i-llustrate the design and construction of an ultra high
speed functional digital IC æsær capable of providing adequate IC characterization and
much more flexibility and variability than hybrid or ad hoc testing techniques. High speed
design issues such as PCB design, transmission line design and crosstalk will be discussed
and some experimental impedance and crosstalk measurements will be presented. Some
æsær (pin driver) output waveforms will be illustraæd and analyzed if they are suitable for
testing. Also, a GaAs 2:1 multiplexer will be æsæd with the constructed tester and the
results will be compared to results acquired from a hybrid æst setup.
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Chapter 1.0

fntroduction

Silicon logic families (mL, FAST, CMOS, etc...), which offer toggle rares

below 100 MHz and rise (ç) and fall (t¡) times of 5 ns, are the mainstay of the

electronic industry. Functionaliy üesting these relatively low speed circuits and systems

is fairly routine. Functional testing a circuit or system is defi¡ed as applying inputs

which would verify whether a system's designed functions were indeed performed cor-

rectly. This type of testing is the bruæ force method of æsting circuits and is only prac-

tical for SSI (smalt scale integration) circuits. Fault characterization and fault testing of

high speed logic, specifically GaAs logic, will not be discussed in this thesis but can

be found elsewhere [1-2]. There are numerous companies that produce multiple-pin

(> 256) low speed testers. HP (Hewlett Packard), IMS and Teradyne are but just a few

of many companies that produce such testers.

In the late 1980's high speed GaAs SSI circuits, from such compani65 ¿5

Triquint, GazeIle, Gigabit and Vitesse, became commercially available and offered

maximum toggle rates rsnging from one to three GHz and sub-nanosecond (150 ps)

rise and fall times. A-lso, cunent si-licon (si) devices such as BicMos are slowly reach-

ing these levels as well. Functionally testing these high speed digital ICs at their maxi-

mum clock rate is not a trivial trsk. A high speed tester, specifically the pin

electronics, must ptovide clean waveforms to the Device Under Test (DUÐ with fast



rise and fall times (< 150 ps) and a minimal amount of skew between inputs. A tester

must also be capable of capturing, usually with a high bandwidth comparator, fast rise

time signals with sub 50 ps timing errors. A low speed tester câr1 be used to pedorrr

functional testing on higher speed ICs at the lower speeds or at "DC testing". A GaAs

IC vendor defrnes 'ÐC testing" as the parametric and functional æsting of a high

speed IC, such as digital GaAs, with present low speed testers [22].

Since the iaæ 80's, a handful of companies and resea¡ch groups have

constructed high speed digital æsters or pattem generators. Prices range from

US $500 000 for a 10 Gb/s single channel pattÊrn generator (Advenæst or Arriæu) to

US $5 million for a multiple pin (24 churnel) 1.20 Gbis digital IC rester (phoron

Dynamics). If one does not have the f¡ancial means, as the situation often is in the

university setting, one is fo¡ced to set up a hybrid test systom. A hybrid test system

would consist of a custom DUT board, RF signal generator, power splitters and a high

frequency scope. Unfortunately, this does not allow much variability in test patæm

genefation.

This constraint in test pattem variabilty is the impetus for designing a high

frequency digital tester for a thesis projecr Initially, the goal of this thesis was to

design a "proof of concept', two to four channel ultra high speed functional digital IC

teste¡. This would be comprised of a four channel pattem generator and a four channel

DUT capture and store. Afær careful evaluation of the effort required to design,

assemble and test the system as well as some difficulties encountered during the initial

PCB layout phase, the úester design objectives were scaled down to a two channel high

speod pattem gonerator. The DUT ouputs would be viewed using a hìgh bandwiclth

(400 MHz bandwidth) DSO @igital Scope Oscilloscope) instead of a capture and srore

system. Although the tester construction has been scaled down, the DUT capture and

store system will still be discussed.

The KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) philosophy was emphasized while planning



the pattem generator. The tester (pattem generator) was to utilize off-the-shelf compo-

nents, as mentioned previously, and commercially available PCB (FR-4) maûerials. The

tester will utilize a memory-multiplexer architecture and have a maximum NRZ (Non

Retum to Znro) æst vector or bit raæ of 1.20 Gbis. The tester must be able to operate

in continuous ax.d one shot i!Ê,sl:.i'o'9 modes. In continuous mode, the tester repeats or

conúnuously loops through a test voctor set until the user t€minat€s the process. This

mode permits the viewing of the DUI outputs with an oscilloscope. ln one shot mode,

the tester ûemrinates oporation afær cycling through a set of tcst vectors once. This test-

ing mode is advantageous when testing state machines.

On board tester operation would be controlled by a microcontroiler which i¡
turn is a siave to a 80486 PC. A Mic¡osoft WINDOWSÏM interface will allow a user

control the bit ¡aæ and test vector patterns. Since the tes¡er is designed to test any

GaAs or Si logic family, the pin driver's output voltage levels must be adjustable and

able to drive both high impedance (> I MO) a¡d 50 O loads with sub-nanosecond

(< 150 ps) rise and fall times.

This thesis will fust discuss some of digital GaAs MESFET test circuits

designed at the U of M and illustrate a hybrid test setup. The hybrid setup was

inflexible and as mentioned previously was tåe impetus for designing a tester for a

thesis project. Chapter three will overview a generic a¡chitecture found in both high

and low speed testers, foliowed by a brief overview of a few ultra high speed testers

that have been developed by university research groups and industry. The remainder of

the chapter will discuss the chosen tsste¡ architecture and all the modules, such as

power supply and PLL clock generation, which comprise the tesûer system.

Chapter four discusses high speed design issues that must be addressed to

complete a successful system design. The discussion and analysis will be f¡om a

system designer's poilt of view. Issues such as crosstalk, tra¡smission line design,

ground/power distribution and ground noise will be discussed. A noise budget and a
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worst case timing analysis wiil also be presented.

Chapær five will illustraæ the system verification of a portion of the tester and

prosônt some tesbr output patterns. A GaAs 2:1 multiplexer will be tesæd and its

results will illustraüo the tester's versatility over hybrid test methods. Finally, chapter

six wiil provide some recommendations to improve the teste¡ archilecture and present

some conclusions.



Chapter 2.0

Digital GaAs Circuit Design and Hybrid Testing

This chapter will begin by discussing two digital GaAs (Gallium Arsenide)

MESFET projects designed at the U of M. These projects consisted of various types of

digital test circuits and utilized a popular digital GaAs logic family which will be

briefly described. The DC transfer characteristics and some trânsient test ¡esults of a

2:1 multiplexer will be illustrated as well as some transient test ¡esults. The transient

analysis was carried out using a hylrid test setup. The hybrid setup can provide some

useful transient information but, as will be illustrated, it is very inflexible and has its

limitations. These limitations are the impetus for designilg a custom tester for this the-

sis.

2:t U of M GaAs CÍrcuit Design Projects

Digital GaAs MESFET inûegrared circuit design has been available at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba since 199i. TWo GaAs circuit design projects have been submitted

and fabricated. The fust, in July 1991 (coordinaæd and funded by the Canadian Micro-

electronics Corporation) and a second submission in July i992 (J of M funded). A die

photograph of the 1991 submission, which was designed by the author, is shown in Fig-

ve 2.7. The die area is approximately one mm2 and contains two 2:1 multiplexers





is a th¡ee metal layer enhancement/depletion @/D) process, which offe¡s an 0.8 pm

effective gate length. Vitesse currently uses their third generation process, H-GaAs III,

which offers four metal layers and a 0.6 pm effective gate length [3]. Thei¡ fourth gen-

eration process (H-GaAs Ip is currentþ under process review and will be available in

late 1994 [4].

The logic family utilized in both submissions was the popular DCFL (Direct

Coupled FET Logic) family. DCFL is a viable candidate fo¡ the VI-SI arena because

of its compact size and low power dissipation [5] and is the logic family utilized by

Viæsse in most of their products (gate arrays & communication ASICs). þpical delays

for a MESFET DCFL inve¡ter are 85 ps [5] and 50 ps delays fo¡ GaAs HFET invert-

ers. An HSPICE equivalent circuit for a MESFET and a DCFL inverter with a fanout

@O.) of one a¡e illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Eigtre 2,2: HSpiceTM equivalent GaÂs MESFET circuit and a DCFL inverter,

The d-mode (depletion) transisto¡ has its gate and source tied together and acts

as a cuÍent source. The e-mode (enhancement) transistor acts as a switch, by sinking

current from tho cu¡rent source or sæering it to the MESFET of the next stage. The

DCFL structure is similar to Si NMOS logic. The simulated HSPICE DC tra¡sfer char-

VDD = +2.0 V



acteristics of a typical DCFL inverter \'r'ith a fanout of one, two, four and eight loads is

illusnated in Figure 2.3. Vop (Logic High) and V6¡ (Logic Low) are 0.65 V and 0.05

V respectively and typical noise margins are for a fan out of one.

05

0'¡

ounL¡r
(voLls)

o2

o.t

0.0 L
0¡ 0.3 0,4

¡N?UT
(voLls)

Figure 2.3: HSpice DC transfer curves for a DCFL inverter [5].

As the fanout increases the VgH levei dec¡eases. This is due to the current

souce's (d-mode fansistor, see Figure 2.2) maximum current capability. As the fanout

increases, each fanout gate will source a smalle¡ cur¡ent from the cu¡rent sou¡ce and

hence the voltage across its gate to source diode (VO¡r = 0.55 - 0.65 V) will be

smaller. The resulting gate to sotuce diode is the reason for the small voltage swing

and low noise margins in DCFL. Detailed analysis of DCFL and other digital GaAs

MESFET logic families can be found elsewhere [32] and will not be discussed further.

A test cùcuit that was thoroughly tested, and also functioned properl¡ was a

2:l rnultþlexer. Table 2.1 illustrates the logic table for a 2:1 multiplexer and Figwe

2.4 illusnates its circuit diagram. The DC transfer characteristics of the muitiplexer
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were measured with an HP4145A parameter analyzer.

Figure 2.4: Circuit diagram of a 2:1 multiplexer.

ln this particular test, Input A of the muitþlexer was selected (Select = logic

"0") as the output and Figure 2.5 illustraûss the resulting DC transfer characûeristics

(Va vs. V9¡.¡) of the multiplexer driving a 50 O ioad. As mentioned previously,

(GaAs-to-ECL) drivers were connected to most digitâl circuits as is the case with this

Table 2.1: Tbuth Tâble of a 2:1 multiplexer:

Select B A Out

0 0 0 0

0 0 I 1

0 I 0 0

0 1 1 I

I 0 U 0

t 0 t 0

1 1 0

I
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multiplexer. The ouþut voitage swing is approimately 1.1 V which is similar to an

ECL voltage swing. The th¡eshold voltage is 0.3 V and the V9¡¡ and V9¡ a¡e 1.1 V

and 0.05 V respectively The multiplexer, according to HSpiceru simulations, is

expected to function up to 300 MHz.

V¡lú¡.1:
Yl -û€
ttßs Íai9
Stft .0000V8t¡t t.oooor8tr0 .00æv

60rtfitÉ
rË0 {lt .0@tl¡ +r2 .aæV
fi {g ¿.000t
tE_ -llt .00üv
YF -r!¿ .S0l

.1000/drv ( vl

F igure 2.5: DC transfer curye for â GaAs 2:1 multiplexer:

Transient testing of the multipiexer was completed utitizing a hybrid setup

which is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The setup consists of a Tektronix 7512 oscilloscope

with a plug in sampling and pulse generator head. A pulse generaror (5-6) provides a

200 mV rising pulse with a 35 ps rise time (20-807o) and a period of approximately 20

ps. The pulse is viewed on the scope by using a sampling head (S-52). A pulse swing

of at least 0.45 V is needed to produce an input high level (V¡¡) for a DCFL circuit. A

wideband amplifier (2FL2000) and a programmable anenuato¡ (FIP117164) are used

to provide the 0.45 V swing. The attenuator is needed to attenuate the pulse (5 db) into

the amplifier so that the amplifier's maximum oulput po\ryer specification âre not
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exceeded. With this particular setup the multiplexer's rise ald fall times can be mea-

sured.

tr'igure 2.6: Hybrid test system used to characterize a 2:1 multiplexer,

Figure 2.6 illustrates, a method of æsting the rise and fall times of the multi-

plexer. Input (B) is set to logic "0" (grounded) and a rising pulse is fed into Input A.

The pulse is fust attenuated and then amplifred (2FL2000). As mentioned previously,

the attenuation is required to prevent damage to the ampli-ûer. The pulse is then split in

two by a power splitter and the resulting pulse amplitude out of the divider is approxi-

mately 450 mV. One of the pulses is delayed with a length of coaxial cable and fed to

the Select input. As shown in Figure 2.6, the Select line is initially at logic "0"

(grounded) and the¡efore Input A is selected at the output (Out). The output will then

switch f¡om logic "0" to logic "1". As the Select line switches to logic "1", input B is

2:,7 Out
Multiplexer



selected and the ouÞut switches from logic "1" to logic "0" as illustrated in Figure

2.6. Figure 2.7 illustrates the resulting oscilloscope photo and the rise and fall times

are 350 ps and 400 ps respectively.

f zoo'nv

Figure 2.7: Scope photograph of a 2:1 multiplexer trânsient test output.

Figure 2.8 i-llustrates a photograph of the hybrid system. The DUT @evice

Under Test) board and the 28 pin LDCC package clamped are shown. The DUT board

was purchased from the UCSB (University of California Santa Barbara) and utilizes 50

O microstrip transmission iines. The test setup is quite buiky and its testing capabili-

ties are limited. The hybrid test system does not offer pattern variability, which is

essential for functionally testing circuits.

2ns





Chapter 3.0

Tester Architecture Overview

This chapær will begin by briefly reviewing the architecture of a generic tester,

specifically the pir electronics. The pin electronics a¡e the heart of a tester and this

goneric structure can be found in the majority of commercially available high and 1ow

speed testers. Three unique ultra high frequency testers designed in the mid and late

eighties will be briefly described. The remainder of the chapûer will discuss the pro-

posed tesúer a¡chitecture and the modules that comprise the system. The architecture

and each module will be thoroughly discussed.

3.1 Generic Tester Architecture

The key elements in a low speed digital IC rester (<200 MHz) or ATE (Auto-

matic Test Equipment) as they are called in industry are the pin electronics. The func-

tion of the pin eiectronics is to drive DUT input pins and to measure outputs. The pin

electronics are usually designed to support both drive and measure functions t6l. Fig-

ure 3,1 illustrâtes a generic pin electronics configuration that is prevalent in most

testers (< 200 MHz). It consists of a pin driver, dynamic load and dual comparators.

Pin drivers provide the inpurs to the DUT. Also, pin drivers typically have programma-

ble logic high and logic low levels and usually have a high im.pedance state or off



state. The programmable logic levels, typically from -2V to +7Y provide compatibility

with TTL, ECL and CMOS voltage levels. When measuring DUT outputs, rho test sys-

tem switches the pin drivers to an off state and measures the output levels with the

comparators [6-7]. The dual comparators can verify data-book specifications such as

minimum logic high and maximum logic low levels.

I¡gic.Htgh
Threshoìd

Logic-Lo\Y
Threshold

Latdr

Figure 3.1: The basic ATE pin-electronic are drivers, comparators ând dynamic

loads [7].

3,2 Ultra High Speed Tester Architectures

In the laæ eighties, GaAs and high speed Si logic families such as ECL

reached rates much greater than 200 MHz. This made "at speed,, æsting impossible

with current digital low speed testers. what usually occurs in the testing a¡ena is the

high speed iogic that requires testing is utilized i¡ the æsting equipment itsolf. Since



the mid eighties, there have only been a few high speed testers construcüed to function-

ally test high speed logic famities in the GHz range. Three unique archiæctures found

in the literature will be briefly discussed.

A ¡esearch group at UCSB (Jniversity of California Sanø Barbara), headed

by Dr. Steven Long and Dr. Steven Butner, have been involved in digital GaAs circuit

design since the early eighties. In 1987 [8], this group constructed a GaAs digital IC

tester to functionally test (maximum 1 GHz NRZ) the digital GaAs logic circuits they

had developed through Viæsse Semiconductor. They investigaæd numerous architec-

tures, but decided on a shift register architecture that is illustraæd in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Shift register architecture [8].

A high speed channel consists of shìft registers (264 bits iong, 8 X 32 bít serial

VO shift registers aîd 2 X 4 bit paralieVserial VO shift registers) and clock phasing

and fan-out ICs. The clock phasing IC synchronizes the high frequency clock (maxi-

mum 1 GHz), which is distributed to each channel, and provides the edge placement

¡esolution of 50 ps. The shift registers and clock phasing and fan-out ICs, which were

custom built GaAs ICs designed at UCSB, are the oniy parts of the æste¡ that are run-

ToÆrom Pin
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ning at high frequency.

These GaAs ICs were then placed n hybrid semiconductor modules, which are

built on a 10 layer polymide PCB (Printed Circuit Board). A module, along with

slower speed Si ICs, were then placed on a high speed interface PCB (seven layer

glass-opoxy). There is one high speed ínterface boa¡d for each pin of the device under

tesL Each high speed interface board (one VO channel) can be connected to a device-

under-test (DUT) input pin (high speed input) or its output pin (high speed output).

The tester is construct€d around a VME sysûem card and backplane. A Moto¡ola

MC68000 microprocessor, aboa¡d the VME card, confols the operation of the æster.

The microprocessor loads and read test vectors f¡om the high speed intetface boards at

low speed (8 MHz). A Colby pulse gonerator was used as a high frequency clock.

A second group, Photon Dynamics [9-12], developed a very sophisticaæd and

expensive (US $5 million) commercially available ultra high speed tester. This group

designed a twenty channel tester capable of a 1.2 Gbls NRZ (non-retum-to-zero) or RZ

(Return+o-Zero) test vector mte. The tester architecture utilized a memory-multiplexer

arcbitecture which consisted of GaAs ICs, which where custom fabricaæd, and com-

mercially available BCL ICs. A PLL (phæe-locked loop) per pin archiæcture was uti-

lized to distribuæ and synchronize the master clock between channels. This type of

clocking distribution provides very good synchronization between channels. The clock

exhibited very low jitær because of the utilization of a very stable ND:yG mode-

locked laser as a PLL ¡eference frequency [11]. The DUT measuring scheme, capture

and store, used a very elaborate electro-optic measuring system that utilizes the pock-

els effect [9]. The tester wâs used to compare performance cha¡acteristics between

high speed commercially available (vendors unnâmed) GaAs and Si ICs [10]. The

results iilustraæd some of second order effects digital GaAs logic circuits suffe¡ partic-

ularly the "GaAs MESFET hyst€resis" or drain lag effect which will be discussed in

chapter five.
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A third group involved with ultra-high frequency tester development is headed

by Dr. David Keez.er at the University of South Florida [13-17]. This group modifred

a¡ HP8200B (maximum 200 MHz) tester by retrofiring it with modules containing

commercially available GaAs ICs (Gigabit Logic). They utilized the HP8200B's fifty

ps edge placement capability and GaAS XOR ICs (10G002) and a GaAs pin driver

(16G0614) to interleave eight channels at 200 lifÛz in to one ultra high frequency

charmel running at 1.6 Gb/s as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The group also designed a real

time dat¿ capture with GaAs ICs (D-FF) to achieve data capture ratos of up to I.20 Gbl

s.

DI
Ð2

D3

D4

D5

D6
D7

D8

Figure 3.3: XOR tree for 8:1 multiplexing [13].
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3.3 Tester Architecture

The initial objective of this thesis was to design a "proof of concept'' four cha¡-

nel tester (pattern generator and capture and store). A multi-pin tesær (20 pin) - patærn

generator and capture and store sysûem - similar to a generic low speed tester or the

previously mentioned projects was not financially feasible or appropriaæ for a thesis.

The æster will only utilize commercially available ICs. Designing custom GaAs ICs,

similar to the UCSB and the Photon Dynamics projects, would be extremely risky and

would be a thesis in itself.

Initially, the option of retrofitting the U of M ASIX tester simìla¡ to what

Keezer's team had accomplished was considered. The ASD( tester is a multipin test€r

capable of test vector rates of thirty MHz. To multiplex one high speed data channel

(1.2 Gb/s) would require twenty XORs gaæs. This solurion would be impractical and

extremely expensive if GaAs ICs were utilized. Also, the ASX tester would be vory

difficult to modify since schematics wore not readily available. Another problem is that

the ASD('s softwa¡e is very difÊcult to use and in_flexible.

There are currently a handful of digitat GaAs vendors that offer a large variety

of SSI, LSI and VLSI ASICs and gate ¿urays. Vendors such as Gigabit (now owned by

Triquint), Triquint and Viæsse cunently offer a variety of SSI ICs such as XORs, D-

flip flops as well 12:1 multiplexers and. 1:12 demultiplexers. These ICs operate well

above one GHz and some up to three GHz. With so many different ASICs cunently

available the option of designing a custom made tester was chosen. Some system

design goals must now be established and they are as follows:

1) Maximum NRZ (Non Retumto Tr;ro) test vector rare of 1.20 Gb/s

2) The tester's output voltage levels ff6¡¡ & Voil must be va¡iable to allow æsting of

âny GaAs or Si logic family.

3) Design with commercially available ICs.
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4) Use common PCB laminates (glass expoxy, 4 = 4.2) a¡d limit the layer count to 4-

6 layers. No expensive or exotic PCB laminates such as PTFE or Cyanaæ Esær.

5) Local tester conffol is provided by a microcontroller (DS5000) and global control

through a 80486 PC. The PC allows a user to input æst vector pattems and control the

test vector bit rate.

6) A simpie HF (high frequency) clock distribution (1:N buffer) scheme to each tester

channel.

7) Allow test vector variability and a deep test vector set.

8) Allow fine output edge placement (- 50 ps resolution) capability.

9) Allow one shot ard continuous tesl mode operation.

Once the system design goals have been set an architecture must be chosen. A mem-

ory-multiplexer architecture somewhat similar to one investigated by Long and Butner

[8] was chosen.

As mentioned previously, a four channel tester (pattem genetator & capture and

store) was desired. Two PCBs (four layers), one for the patûern generator and the other

for tåe capture and store, werc being considered for fabrication. since developing both

a pattern generator and a capture and store would be a large undertaking, it was

decided to develop only the pattern genelator. The DUT (Device under Test) outputs

would be viewed with a high bandwidth oscilloscope. Nonetheless, the proposed cap-

ture and store options will still be discussed. For the remainder of this thesis the pat-

teln generator will be defined as the tester.

P¡oblems surfaced during the initial IC placement and routing of the fou¡ chan-

nel tester PCB. An initial timing analysis also revealed that a four chânnel test€r utiliz-

ing the current architecture was unrealizable with a four layer pcB. Also, fou¡ pcB

layers would be required just to accommodate the numerous power planes and split

power planes. Consequently, the numerous power planes and timing requiremenß
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forced the tester to be scaled down fu¡ther to only two channels. A six layer twelve by

twelve inch PCB would be required for the two channel tester. The estimated cost for

six copies of the six layer PCB was $3300.00. Adding additional PCB layers would

achieve the timing requirements for a four channel tester (pattsm generator). On the

othe¡ hând, designing a ten to twelve layer PCB would increase the cost by 200 -

300Vo ovet a six layer PCB. These cold filancial facts are another factor to limit the

tester to a two channel pattern genelator. Figure 3.4 illustrates the proposed tester sys-

tem. Each section or module will be thoroughly discussed in the proceeding sections of

this chapter.

Channel #1

Channel #2

Figure 3.4: Proposed lþ.ster system configuratìon.

pattern generator PCB

counter section

High Freq
Clock

Generation
(PLL)

Port

Proposed
Capture and Store
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3.3. I Memory Multiplexer Pattern Generation Architecture

Figure 3.5 illustrates the proposed memory-multiplexe¡ architecture. The heart

of the tester architecture is the 12:1 multiplexer. The multiplexer is a data conversion

device that converts 12-bit wide parallel data (max 206 Mb/s) to serial data up to 1.25

Gb/s. The majority of the ICs used are GaAs, BiCMOS and ECL ICs. Dotted lines

emphasize the ultra high frequency secrions (600-1200 MHz or 600 - 1200 Mb/s).

GaAs ICs are exclusively used in the high fiequency section. The GaAs ICs consist of

a 1:4 fanout buffer (Gigabit 10G011-3), 12:1 mulriplexer ffitesse VSB001) and a pin

driver (Triquint TQ6330M). Al1 the GaAs and BiCMOS ICs are compatible with

F100K series FÆL @mitær Coupled Logic) logic levels and noise margins.

When in test mode a high frequency clock, from an RF generator or pLL

(Phased Locked Loop), is distributed to each multiplexer's high frequency clock input

(CLK) with a 1:4 fanout buffer. The term test mode refers to when the testrer is driving

test vectors to a DUT. The clocKl2 output fiom the channel two multiplexer is dis-

tributed to both multiplexer's DCLOCK inputs and the ECL counter section. The

CLOCK12 output, which is the high frequency clock (CLK) divided by twelve, allows

the accommodation of various timirìg constraints which will be discussed in chapter

four. In the tester's case, the cl-ocKl2 output triggers the counters to the next SRAM

address and hence presents a new twelve bit address to the multiplexer's parallel data

inputs (D11 - D9). Very fast (five ns access rime) BiCMOS 4K x 4 bit SRAMs were

required to meet system timing requilements. Each channel then consists of three

SRAMs (4K x 12 bits) and provides 49152 bits or test vectors.



HF CLOCK (600-1200 MHz)

TQ6330M
Pin Driver

(GaAs)

tr'igure 3.5: Tester memory-multiplexer architechrre.
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3.3.2 HF (High Frequency) clock distribution and PLLs

A high frequency clock capable of operating up to 1.20 GHz is required to pro-

vids test vectors up to 1.20 Gb/s. The noise and jitter of the clock must be as small as

possible because it will be directly transfened to the data at the output of the pin

ddver. Jitter on a pulse edge is illustrated in Figure 3.6 and is defrned as the random

time uncertainty of a wavefom event relative to a particular point [18].

Figure 3.6: Jitter on a pulse edge,

This random uncertainty of the edge will cause timing errors at a DU! especially if
the pattem is repetitive such as an alternating one and zero pattem (50Vo duty cycle).

An HP8350 wideband RF gonerator (.1 - 10 GHz) is avai_lable at the U of M.

UnfoÍunately, the generator is very bulky and its fiequency resolution is only 0.1

MHz, Wideband Phase-Locked Loops (PLL) have been used as microwave frequency

synthesizers for decades [19-20] will offe¡ better jitter (stability) performance than the

RF generator, which uses mixing æchniques. Figure 3.7 illustrates a basic pLL topol-

ogy used for frequency synthesis.



PROGRAMMABLE
DIVIDEBYN

X'igure 3.7: Tlpical digitâl PLL frequency synthesÍzer configuration,

The basic components that comprise a PLL frequency synthesizer are a phase/

frequency detector (PFD), programmable divider, VCO (voltage controlled oscillator)

and a loop filter (low pass). The basic function of the PLL is as follows. A reference

fiequency (W1), which is also the step size or resolution of the fiequency synthesize¡

is provided to one input of the PFD. The output signal from the VCO (W2) is then

divided by N (Wz') and compared to the reference frequency. The PFD tlen compares

both signals for phase and fi'equency differences. A frequency difference would be

caused by changing the programmable divide¡ (Ì$, which in turn changes the fre-

quency of the divided VCO signal (W2').

If there is a difference (phase/frequency enor), the PFD develops an output sig-

nal (U¡) propoltional to the phase enor. The output signal of the pFD consists of an

AC component and a DC component. The undesired AC component is fittered by the

loop filær and the resulting DC component wili then be applied to the VCO. The

VCO's output frequency (W) will then be increased or decreased depending on the

phase eror until the frequency or phase error between its divided signal (w2') and the

reference signal (W1) is near zero. Hence, the output frequency is changed by varying

N the programmable divider.

The choice then for a high frequency clock (600-1200 MHz) was a pLL



(Phase-Locked Loop) Frequency Synthesizer evaluation board (e0410) from eual-

comm [21]. The PLL evaluation board is designed to provide an output (sine wave)

with a frequency ranging from 600-1200 MHz. In reality, the pLL output frequency

ranges from 675 - 1200 MHz. Some fine tuning of the loop filær is still needed to

increase the frequency range. Also, the evaluation board provides a connector footprint

so a (Centronics port) pârallel port can be used to vary the dividend (N) in the pLL,

which in tum changes ths operating frequency of the PLL. The reference frequency

used is 2.5 MHz, which was due to PLL stability consffaints encountered in designing

wideband PLLs. Therefore, this particular PLL fiequency synthesizer did not offer a

better frequency resolution than the HP RF generator. A much finer clock resolution or

step size (-1 Hz) can be quickly rcahzed if DDS @irect Digital Synthesis) is

employed as the PLL reference frequency [21]. This would require another daughter

boald that can be purchased from Qualcomm.

The PLL should still provide a much better jitter performance than the RF gen-

erator. This is important because any jitter on the clock is directþ transfeffed to the

data because the high speed clock clocks the data out of the 12:1 multiplexer. The dis-

tribution of the PLL high fiequency clock on the tester board was kept very simple.

The clock is first AC coupled to a GaAs 1-to-4 fanout buffer A GaAs 1+o-4 fanout

buffer (Gigabit 10G01iB-3) was used to disrribute the HF clock to both multiplexers

cLK inputs. The trace lengths to both cLK inputs were identical and typical skew

between outputs on the buffer is specified as 30 ps. Also, the traces were spaced far

apa-r t from each other and other ûaces, so electrical issues such âs crosstalk (see chap-

ter four) will not be a factor:

3.3.3 Counter Section

One of the design goals was to have tle tester operate in bo¡h a one shot and

continuous mode. The one shot mode would allow testing of state machines, and allow



the tester to stop at any particular state. The continuous mode repeats the test vectors

in a looping action and conveniently allows viewing of both the input test vectors and

the DUT outputs with an oscilloscope. Three four-bit synchronous (100336 four bit par-

allel load serial ECL shiflcounter) counters are cascaded to provide the twelve bits of

the SRAM address (411 -Ag) bus. Figure 3.8 illustrates the counter section and extfa

circuitry needed to provide one shot aîd continuous mode. The counter's complemen-

tary outputs (Qrr-QO) are used to drive the twelve bit address bus since the outputs

(Qir-Qd, specifically the four least significant counter bits (Q¡-eo), are required to

provide the one shot and continuous mode capability.

The ECL quad 2:1 multiplexer allows the counter to be switched between a

load mode aud test mode. In loød mode, the microcontroller has control of the

counter's select inputs (Sz -So) and tle countor's clock (CCLK). Table 3.1 illustraæs

the functions of ceftain Select lnputs.

Table 3.1: ECL Cor¡nterts Function Select Table.

S2 S1 Sq X'unction

0 0 0 parallel load

1 0 0 count down

The s1 and s9 inputs are connected directly from the microcontrolle¡ but the s2 and

clock (ccLK) inputs are first routed through an ECL quad 2:1 multiplexer. The multi-

plexer pe'mits switching the counüer's clock (ccLK) input between the clocKl2
input, used in r¿sl mode, and the LFCP input used ín load mode. once the counter is

under microcontrollor control, the starting twelve bit address can be loaded via TTL/

ECL bidirectional latches into the counter's preset inputs (prr-po) with a low fre-

quency clock (LFCP). The latches always present the starting address to the preset

inputs (P1i-Pg), which is a crucial factor fo¡ the tester to operate in continuous mode.



Once the starting address is loaded, the counter is switched over To test mode. The

address loading acfion sets 52 high and sets the counter in a count down mode (S2-Sg

= 100) and ready to proceed testing.

While in test mode the counter's clock (CCLK) will utilize the CLOCK12 out-

put of the GaAs 12:1 multiplexer (via the 1:4 buffer) and also utilize the 52 value pro-

vided by the "extra circuitry". Also, either continuous or one shot test mode can be

chosen. The O/C (O/C = I one shot &. OIC = 0 continuous) input controls this option

from the microcontroller. While in continuous mode the countet section worla as fol-

lows. Fo¡ the special circuitry to wotk the counter must be in countdown mode (S2-

SO=100). As the counter reaches zero (Qrr-QO=000000000000), Te switches low and

forces 52 to switch low. The counter will then be in parallel load modo (S2-S0=000).

As mentioned previously, the starting address is always present at the counter's preset

inputs (P11-Pg) because of the TTLÆCL latch. At the next rising clock edge, the stârt-

ing address will be loaded into the counters and the D-FF switches the 52 input from

high to low, which allows the counter to resume counting down.

The "special circuitry" must meet certain timing requirements, speciflcally the

52 (select input) setup and hold times relative to the counter clock. The timing require-

ments were met through careful IC positioning and trace layout. The,,one shot" opera-

tion is somewhat similar. If O/C is set high, then the "one shot" mode is enabled. As

the count roaches Q11-Q0=000000000001, one of the four inpur OR/NOR (IT . (Q¡-

Qt)) gates switches low and eventually propagates through anorher ORTNOR gate to

force C-ET (count enable) to switch high. The counter is then stopped at e11-

Qo=000000000001 and will rhen signal the microconrroller (eET also ¡oured ro rhe

microcontroller) that the test has been completed.
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3.3.4 Microcontroller algorithm

One of the design goals was to have the tester designed around a microcontrol-

ler. The microcontroller used is the 8-bit DS5000 @allas semiconductor) which is pin

per pin compatible with the popular INTEL 8051. The DS5000, located on the tester

board, was chosen because it can be quickly programmed through an RS-232 serial

port - no EPROMs need to be burned. Figure 3.9 illustrates the DS5000 and all of the

tesúer's low speed contlol signals. The control signals are translated from TTL to ECL

with 100324 Hex TTL to ECL translators. TWo GALs (Generic Anay Logic) were

needed to provide some controi signals (SRAMs rilEX and CS)) because of a shortage

of port pins. Table 3.2 specifies the tester conüol signals, their functions and the ICs

that require them.

The microcontroller itself acts as a non-intelligent controller and is a slave to a

8048ó personal computor (PC). The PC issues codebytes (commands) (i.e. BITKERI)

to the microcontroller and it then takes control 0f the tester and loads or r.etrieves test

vectols from either channel or initiates a test. A set of codebytes (8 bit) were devel-

oped and a few of these codebytes and the¡e definitions are illustrated in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.9: DS5000 microcontroller and all the tester's low speed control signals.



Table 3.2: List of low speed tesûer control signals.

Pin Name Part Description Function

LEÅ 100328 ECITTIL bidirectional translator
latch

Latch Enable Input

OEX 100328 Output Enable Input

CSX IDT 1004454 4K x 4 bit SRAM Chip Select

wBx IDTlOOA454 Write Enable

sx 100336 4 bit counter Select Inpun

VTRISX TQ6300M pin driver Tristate Enable

LFCP 100336 4 bit counter Low Frequency Clock

DIR 100328 Direction Control Input

S1/S¡ 100355 quad 2:1 mutiplexer Select Inputs

Thble 3.3: List of codebytes,

Codebyte Definition

BITXERX Load (write) test vectors into channel # X.

MEMTESTX Rettieve (read) æst vectors in channel # X.

osHoTx "One shot" test mode, channel # X.

NUMBYTE Number of bytes to be loaded or retrieved.

STOP Stop tester operation.

The PC and microcontroller communicate through a RS-232 serial poft and uti-

lize an ACK - ACK protocol. For example, when the pc sends a codebyte, the micro-

conÍoller acknowledges receiving it by responding with an ACK. If it is an

unrecognized codebyte, due to a transmission enor, the microcontroller responds with
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a NACK. Once the PC ¡eceives the ACK from the microcontrolle¡ othor codewords or

a databyte can tåen be sent. For example, if the codeword NUMBYTE was transmitted

and the microcontroller acknowledged with an ACK. The pC will then send the NUM-

BYTB databyte value. The microcontroller will be expecting the NUMByTE databyte.

If a codebyte is transmitted instead, an error will occur and the microcont¡oller

responds with an NACK. A programmable ninth bit on the serial ports provides a con-

venient method of distinguishing between a codebyte and a databyte. If the ninth bit is

set high then the microcontroller recognizes this incoming byte as a codebyte other-

wise it is a databyte.

Figure 3.10 illustrates an example of a typical transmission frame from the pC

to the microcontr oller. The fust codebyte, BITXERI, will notify the microcontroller

that databytes, test vectors in this case, will be transmitted and loaded into channel

one. Along with the codeword BITXER1 (see Table 3.3), other information or code-

words must be i¡cluded. Codobytes such as (NUMBYTES) the number of databytes

that will be transfened, and the approriatte counter starting address (ADRESSL and

ADDRESSH) must also be provided. Finally, a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) cal-

culated on all the data bytes is sent once all the data bytes have been transmitted.

An example of the BITXBR1 (load test vectofs into channel # 1) operation

would go as follows. Once, the BITXER1 codeword is transmitted the ADDRESSL

and ADDRESSH codewords and databytes wilt follow. The tester in then put in to

load mode as mentioned in section 3.3.3. The counters latches must first be enabled

(oF12 = 1) so they can be rcad data off the TTL bus. Figure 3.11 illustrates the bus

and the bidirectional rruECL tra¡slator latch. The ADDRESSL databyte is then

loaded onto the TTL bus and latched (LE1, 0 -> 1) into the appropriate latch. The

microcontroller's bidirectionai 8-bit port (P0.0-p0.7) is used as a TTL g-bit data bus.

The bus is used to load (write) and read data from the SRAMs and load address values

to the counter's preset inputs (Ptr-PO).
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CODEWORD

Figure 3.10: Tlpical transmission frame.

The ADDRESSH databyte is then put on the bus and latched (LE2, 0 -> l).

Once the ADDRESSX databytes are latched, the address databytes can then loaded

into the counter's preset inputs. The microcontroller then sots the counter in a parallel

load (S2-Sg=009) mode and then applies a rising edge clock (LFCp) pulse ro load the

starting address. once the starting address is loaded, the counter is then set to count

down (S2-So=1Q0). The next codebyte t¡ansmitted is the NUMBYTE command. The

NUMBYTE databyte will then follow. The databyte is then put in a counter-register on

the microcontrolle¡ to allow counting of the incoming databytes.

The loading of the databytes (test vectors) into the SRAMs can then begin.

First, the latches/translators must be set to translate from the TTL to EcL dircction

(DIR = i). The incoming databytes are rhen buffered in a sixry byæ FIFO @irst-In-
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First-Out) memory buffer creaæd in the microcontroller's RAM. The databytes (tost

vectors) are then pulled out of the buffer and loaded on the B-bit TTL bus. Once on

the bus, tåe miclocontroller enables the appropriate latch (OE3 = 1) and then loads it

into tho latch (LE3, 0 -> 1). The second byæ is then loaded on the bus and latched

(OE4 = 1) into the appropriare larch.

Take note that two databyæs (Figure 3.11) are needed to load one memory loca-

tion (12 bits). The fust byte is loaded into data locations D7-D9 and the second byte

(only 4 bits) zu'e loaded into the Dtt - D¡ (Channel 1). Once the data is latched and

present at the sRAMs (Dz - Do) data wdte input pins, the microcontroller then selects

(CS1 = 1) the appropriate SRAMS and then wriæs the data @7-Dg) into the SRAMs

(WE1 = 1). The SRAMs @z-Do) are rhen deselected and the remaining SRAM (D7-

D4) is selected (CS2=1) and the second databyte is written (WE2 = 1). The counûer is

then clocked to advance the address value. This process is then repeated until all the

databytes (test vectors) have been written. The data is written into the teste¡'s memory

"on the fly".

The SRAMs ale dual port, that is they have separate data inputs and data out-

put pins. This is common with high speed SRAMs. The data inputs and data output

pins are tied together so the SRAM data can be read and written using only a bidirec-

tional bus. This allows the memoly to be checked (MEMTESTÐ to verify that the test

vecto¡s wore w¡itten corrcctly into the sRAM. During MEMTEsrx, the databytes

(test vectors) are transfeffed back to the PC, similar to the BITXERX operation. The

transferred databytes are then compared to the original databytes that werc transfeffed

using the BITXERX command. The MBMTESTX command allows for some diagnos-

tics or self checking of the sRAMs, but this is also under the assumption that the

miclocontroller, and the TTLIECL latches are functionally properly.
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Figure 3.11: Eight bit TTL bus and bidirectionat ECL/TTL hanslator.latches.

Once a1l the BITXERX transmissions are completed the tester is ready to be

put in to test mode as mentioned previously in section 3.3.3. The pc wilt then send
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the microcontroller a codebyte (osHorx or col.ITX) to confgure tåe tester in either

a one shot or continuous mode. Once the test mode is chosen, tle counters are put in

count down mode, pin drivers are enabled (VTRISX = 0) and the ECL 2:l multiplexer

switches (S1/Sg) the counter's clock (CCLK) from LFCP to CLOCKl2. If rhe rester is

in continuous mode the tester will continually loop until the user terminates the test.

The test will be terminated by switching the counter's clock input from CLOCKI2 to

LFCP. If in one shot mode, the microcontroller will signal the tester once the test has

been completed.

3.3.5 The PC algorithm

As mentioned in the previous section an 80486 personal computer is a master

to the mic¡ocontroller. Along with the microcontroller, the pC also controls the pLL

evaluation boald through an eight bit parallel porr (centronics). The software for the

personal computel was wlitten in C++ code and also includes a Microsoft WINDOW-

SN based intedace. Unfoltunately, both parts of the software are incomplete and

the¡efore untested. Even so, the purpose of the PC software was to allow the user to

do the following:

1) Enter the test vectots in either channel.

2) Specify one shot or contin orr test mode.

3) Specify the test vector rate range and the speciflc test vector tate.

4) Start and stop a test during mid test.

5) Do a memoly test to check the integrity of the test vectors written into the sRAMs

and provide some diagnostic checking of the SRAMs.

The user must filst onter the test vectors into the particular channel. The user

mì¡st tlìen choose one of the three test vectol rates (/) available. The data rate of 600-

1200 Mb/s is limited by the (600 - 1200 MHz) ocrave bandwidth of the pLL. one way
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to generato lower vector rates is to ropeat the test vector sequence. That is, to write the

test vectors two or thlee times, consecutiveiy in memory. Unfortunately, this does not

presorve the maximum t€st vector length capability of 49152 bits. Thble 3.4 illustrates

the different test vector tates available.

Thble 3,4: Choice of test vector rate ranges

f test vector rate (Mb/s)

1 600 - 1200

2 300 - 600

3 1s0 - 300

Once the user has inputted all the test vector.s, test vector râte and test mode, the pC

software must then fomat the data. The trpelve bit constraint (12:1 multiplexer) causes

a bit of a problem. Another problem is that the data must be formatted depending on

testing mode.

For example iL continuous mode, if the test vector length is not a multiple of

twelve the test vectols must be written (repeated) in memory ,R times. The formula

used to find R is seen in Equation 3,2

I <M <4096

p = (12"åø¡

(3.1)

(3.2)

where R is an integer, ¡y' is the number of test vecto¡s, / is the test vector rate rânge

and M (Equation 3.1) is a value from 1 to 4096. For example, if a test vector of seven

bits long was to be used in continuous mode with æst vector rate range f = i, using

Equation 3.2, R would then be twelve. That is the test vectors would have to be writ-

ten twelve times and it would occupy ssven memory locations.

To operate in one shot mode some formatting is also needed. Zero padding or
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ones padding is needed because of the twelve bit constraint. For example, if a nine bit

length test vector is to be tested in a one shot mode the fust three bits of the twelve bit

multþlexer word would be padded with zeroes or ones.

3.3.6 System Power Supply

Providing power to a system with standard supply voltage levels is usually a

mundane task.and a trivial part of the system design. A typical worst case scenario

occurs when analog circuitry is mixed together on a PCB with standard Si logic fami-

lies. This usually calls for +12, -72 Y and +5 V voltage supply levels. Commercially

available power supplies, be it linear or switching (DC-DC converters), are easily avail-

able in the standatd +12 Y, -12 V and +5 V flavors, and usually satisfy current and

power noise requirements. Unfortunately, the tester required nine power supply voltage

levels! The Triquint pin drivers and Gigabit Logic ICs are the main culprits. Table 3.5

illustrates the tester's required voltage supply levels and tolerances as well as typical

and worst case cunent requirements.

Thble 3.5: Tester's supply voltage levels, tolerances and current requirements,

Supply
Voltage (V)

Tolerance
(rÐ

Supply Current
(Bpical) mA

Supply Current (Worst)
mA

-8.0 0.5 t20 180

-6.0 0.5 200 400

_5 
' 0.2 930 t200

-4.5 0.2 2s00 3450

-3.4 0.1 250 400

-2.0 0.1 1280 1500

-1.32 0.02 negligible negligible
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Thble 3,5: Tester's supply voltage levels, tolerances and current requirements.

Supply
Voltage (Ð

Tolerance
(rÐ

Supply Current
(Tlpical) mA

Supply Current (Worst)
mA

+5 0.5 720 1000

+6 0.5 280 420

Gigabit Logic offered a linear power supply specifically tailored for their GâAs

ICs supply voltage levels (-5.2 V, -2.0 V, -1.32 Y -3.4 Y -4.5 V). purchasing this

board would be very expensive and it still would not satisfy the tester's requirements.

Since the¡e was no single commercial power supply - linear or switching - that ful-

frlled the tester's requirements, the other option was to design a custom power supply

board. The power supply board would also include some control circuitry needed for

the pin drivem.

Gigabit Logic's proven power supply topology was utilized to provide five sup-

ply voltage supplies (-1,.32 V, -2 V, -3.4 Y -4.5 Y -5.2 V). The schematic for the

power supply was conveniently provided in the 1991 Gigabit Logic Data Book [22]. A

photo of the power supply connected to the tester board is illustrated in Figure 3.12.

Off the shelf linear voltage regulators would then provide the remaining four (6V, -

5Y +5Y +6V) supply voltages. A two layer PCB was constructed (see Appendix for

PCB artwo'k). The power supply would generate all the required voltage levels and

provide power to other control circuitry from only two labotatory supplies set at -12 y
+12V(l supply) and -8 V.
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Tbble 3,6: Tlpical power and voltage supply levels for a few ICs.

Part Fu¡ction Logic Tipical Power
Dissipation (W)

Supply
Voltages (V)

IDTlOOA484 4K x 4-bit
SRAM

BiCMOS 1.5 -4.5

Circuitry was also needed to vary the logic high and iogic low levels of the

two pin drivers The output voltage levels are controlled by driving the level-control

inputs (Force Inputs). sense outputs âre provided so that the user may provide a level

control input to achieve the desired output, either as a calibration procedure or in a

feedback loop using an op amp [23]. The output voltage can be adjusted between +3.0

V and -3.0 V when driving 50 O load resistors and between 0 V and +5 V when driv-

ing high impedance loads (cMos or TTL). The pin driver ourpurs can be differenrial

or single-ended and can be switched to a "Tfi-State" mode (VTRISX) where they

become 50 C) resisto¡s connected to -2 V.

Additional circuitry was also needed to provide negative output voltage swings

while driving grounded 50 o loads. The Triquint pin drivers outputs are source follow-

ers and therefore only able source cufl'ent and unable to si¡k current. one solution was

to sink additional current f¡om the source follower through the voltage high force pin

(v¡¡) with a pull down ¡esisto'to a negative potential. An adjustable curent sink with

standard bipolar transistors and was designed to sink the cument,

3.3.7 Capture and Store

A proposed capture and store wili be briefly discussed even though there is no

intention of constructing this portion of the system. A block diagram of the proposed

capture and store interfaced with a DUT and the pattern genefator is shown in Figure

3.13. A high speed Gigabit GaAs comparator (bandwidth=3 GHz) will be utilized to

capture a high or a low from the DUT output. A second comparator could also be
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addod so that vgH and vg¡ leveis can be investigated. The store portion is identical to

the pattern generator architecture with the obvious exception of a 1:i2 Demultiplexer

used instead of a 72:l Multiplexer.

EF ClockOut

Figure 3,13: Proposed câpfure and store system.

The 1:72 Demultiplexer requires a HF clock to allow capture of the incoming data

stream from the DUT. As Figure 3.13 illustrates, the HF clock would be provided by

delaying the HF clockout from the pattern geDerato¡. It would obviously take some

experimental effort to find the appropriate delay.

Captu¡e aDal Store

\
¡! I GaAs
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Chapter 4.0

High Speed System Design

This chaptor illustrates the many facets of high speed system design. Issues

such as high speed PCB design, transmission line design, impedance control and

crosstalk will be discussed. some impedance and crosstalk measurements will be pre-

sentod and analyzed. A noise budget analysis of the tester's two major buses will be

presented. Finally, a thorough worst case timing analysis of the tester will be presented.

4.1 Tlansmission Line Design

In high speed systems, the majority of pCB traces can not be treated as lumped

(capacitors and inductors) elements but as distribuæd elements or t¡ansmission thes.

since the tester utilizes ASICs with low nanosecond and sub-nanosecond rise or fall

times all PCB traces wiil exhibit transmission line behavior. From a systems point of

view, knowing when to treat a trace æ a transmission line is required. An in depth

analysis of transmission üne characteristics and modelling is beyond the scope of this

thesis but can be found elsewhere [24-33].

A PCB trace or interconnection is treated as a transmission li¡e if the time

required for the signal to travel the length of the interconnect, one way propagation

delay (t)' is 1/8th the signal rise (q) or fall (t¡) rime (t1t =g:1). In rhis case, the rise
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ol fall time is defrned as the time required for a full amplitude (\Vo to 1.00Vo) swing.

Alalog circuits must strictly adhere to the transmission line definition. since digital

logic cilcuits are more tolerant of t¡ansmission line effects than analog circuits a con-

servative rise time to one way propagation delay (Q r) of four is used. In the fre-

quency domain, an interconnect is treated as a transmission line if the length of the

interconnect is greater than 1/15th (1/8ttr for digital circuits) of the wavelength of the

maximum frequency (f.*) present in the signal t341. The maximum frequency Ç¿*)
pressnt in a signal is defined in is defined in Equation 4.1.

" 0.56
(4.1)

Table 4.1 illustrâtes the rise and fall times of the logic families utilized on the test€r,

and the maximum length a trace or interconnect can be treated as a lumped element.

Table 4.1: Rise and Fall times and critical trace lengths

Logic Family

Nominal t" or
t¡

(107o - 90Vo)
(ps)

Nominal t" or
t¡

(ÙVo - L00Vo)
(ps)

Maximum
Thace Length

(in)

Gisabit[22] 150 188 0.35

Motorola ECLiPS [38] 450 563 1.0

National 100K ECL
I37l

750 934 1.7

IDT BCL [35] 1000 1,250 2.3

Although there are many types of transmission line structures the two most

popular are microstrip and stripline and are illusüated in Figure 4.1.
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stripline

Figure 4.1: Microstrip and stripline transmission line structures,

Ideally, stripline would have been the transmission line of choice (see Recommenda-

tions) because of lower c¡osstalk characteristics due to the true TEM waveform. Also,

strþline has better impedance control over microstrip since stripline is buried and will

not be affected by the plating process or solder mask. plating is a process of chemi-

cally or olectl ochemicaily depositing metal on a surface. This process is used to

deposit the metal needed to fomr the via walls. consequently, this metal deposition

may also add to an interconnects trace copper thickness traces (t) on outer layers. sol-

der mask' which is a non-conductive coating appried over bare copper or copper traces

to prevent sholt circuits during the soldering process, alte¡s the dielectric constant of

the substrate. Both these processes will have an affect on a microstrip's characteristic

impedance (Zo).

Nevertheless, mic'ostrip was chosen primarily because of the previously men-

tioned goal of limiting the PCB to six layers (chapter three) and lower propagation

delay. Also, using stripline would complicate routng and also require the use of layers

reserved for power planes. This would spiit the power planes and would limit the

planes effectiveness (higher inductance & higher resistance). Also, the striplines would

have to utilize DC power planes instead of system ground as an AC ground (GND)

planes. using DC power planes as AC ground (GND) planes is possible if a thorough
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noise analysis is carried out proving that the power supply noise will not feedthrough

and exceed the drìving or receiving gate's noise margins.

A microstrip transmission line impedance (Zo) formula, which is found in the

Moto¡ola MECL Sysæm Design Handbook [36] and many other high speed digitat

logic data books [37-38], is illustrated in Equarion 4.2.

(4.2)

Where:

ê" = relative dielectric constânt of the substrate.

w = width of signal trace (see Figure 4.1)

t = thickness of signal trace (see Figure 4.1)

å = thickness of dielectrics (see Figure 4. 1)

is accurate to within +/- 5Vo when:

0.1 <3<2.0and1<e <15.hr
Edward's [30] or \{heeier's [28] microstrip equations are more precise than Equation

4.2. Br;t, Wadell [24] states that Equation 4.2 can be used in place of Wheeler's equa-

tion if the w/ h rlfio restriction is followed and only for impedances of 50 O or

greater'.

The PCB manufacturer (Network Circuits) provided a substrate (prepeg or

core) dielectrìc constant (er) of 4.2 which is measured at 1 MHz 125,26,401. Unfortu-

nately, er is frequency dependent and decreases with increasing frequency which in

turn affects the impedance (z). "Ihe dielectric constant (e.) ranges between 3.g and

4.0 at fiequencies at or near 1 GHz t401. since sub-nanosecond edge rates are utilized,

the variation in the FR-4s dielectric constant (e.) should be taken into account. Trans-

mission lines should then be designed at tåe conssponding F¡o.,." frequency of the

logic family driving the transmission line [40]. Any circuit or interconnect having a fre-

quency Iesponse up to and including the F¡.,., fiequency point will pass a digital sig-

- 87 . 5.98.hto=ffil'(os.r+r)



nal practically undistorted [41]. The equation for F¡o'r" is calculated as follows:

- 0.5
(4.3)

Where:

I, is the digital iogic family's l0%o-90%o rise time.

using F¡or." = 1 GHz (ECL rise times), the appropriate dielectric constant to design the

üansmission lines would be e,. - 4.0.

Even designing â transmission line at the proper er will not guarantree a +l- Sva

impedance specification. As mentioned previously, excess plating (increase t) and other

manufacturing processes will affect the resulting impedance. A reputable pcB manufac-

ture¡ with a stable PcB process, will offer controlled impedance services which guar-

antee the rcquested impedance value with a +l- 5vo tolerance. The pcB manufacture¡

will then vary w, t or h to frt their manufacturing process and achieve the required

impedance. This is very difficult if more than one impedance value is required on the

same layer. controlled impedance services also comes with a hefty financial cost, The

financial cost is due to the many iterations a pcB manufacturer may have to go

through to cleate a controlled impedance and also the cost of testing the impedances.

unfoltunately, Networ* circuits does not offer conh.olled impedance services and the

only method of predicting the possible impedance variation was to perform an imped-

ance tolerance analysis.

4.1.1 Stackup and Impedance Control

The next step was to choose the appropriate microstrip impedances and trace

widths and perform an impedance tolerance analysis. As mentioned previously, a

dielectric constant (er) value of 4.0 will be used to calculate the nominal track width

and thickness for the desired nomilal impedances. The high frequency lines (DUT
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interface, FIF clock distribution and CLOCK12 distribution) were chosen to be 50 e
with a track width of twenty mils using 1/2 oz. copper (t = 0.7 mils). This track width

provides low resistivity since some of the divide by twelve (CLOCK12) clock distribu-

tion are requiled to run up to eight inches. Therefore, DC losses would be kept to a

minimum. Obviously, the pin driver to DUT (Device Under Test) interconnect is

required to be 50 f), since all high speed DUT systems are 50 O systems. Also, the

variable delay iines, which are used in the clock distribution and the DUT paths,

require 50 C) tracking since its input and output impedance is 50 Q (+l- 1.0Vo).

The SRAM Data bus was chosen to be a bidirectional or multidrop bus and to

utilize the minimum manufacturable trace width (8 mils) possible because of routing

density requirements around the SRAM socket. Figure 4.2 illustrates the SRAM bidi-

rectional Data bus, the gates tapped on the bus and the terminating resistors at both

ends of the bus.

Multiplexei Data Input

z"= 100s¿

Rr =106¿ Rr =i06¿
-2v

Figure 4,2: SRAM bidirectional Data bus.

The Data bus's characteristic impedance (Zo) was chosen to be 100 O. Since it
is a muitidrop (multiple loads) bus, the bus driver (SRAM Data Out OR Latch) actu-

ally "sees" a 50 O impedance due to the 100 O bus and parallel 100 C) resistors.

The SRAM Address bus was chosen to be 68 e and is illustraæd in Figure

4.3. This impedance value allows the bus to be routed on both layer one and six with

tace widths of twelve and sixteen mils respectively.
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Address Inputs

nr = aa9

-2V

tr'igure 4.3: SRAMÄdclress bus.

The remaining traces on the PCB were designed as 75 o. 'rab]r- 4.2 illustrates the

track description and layer location and rable 4.3 illustrates the physical parameters of

the microstrip transmission lines.

Table 4,2: Nominal designed trace impedances and layer location

Bus or T[ack Description Designed
zo(Q) Layer

HF and HF/12 (CLOCK12) Ctocks 50 I

HF Data Out 50

12 BitWide Data Bus (SRAM ro 12:1 Mux) 100 6

12 Bit Wide Address Bus (SRAM) 68 I &.6

ECL Select, Enable and Counter Section 75 1&.6

-50-
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Table 4.3: Mcrostrip parameters and tayer location.

SÍgnal
Layer

Ground
(4.c.)
Layer

Nominal
Impedance

(zo)
(o)

Nominal
Tface Width

(Mils)
(w)

Nominal Dielectric
Thickness (MiIs)

(h)

1 2 50 20 11

68 T2

75 10

6 5 68 16 18

75 18

100 8

As Table 4.3 illustrates the dielectric thickness (h) of the two signal layers (i
and 6) are not identical and therefore the board stackup is not symmetrical. This

occurs because an eight mil, 100 o trace is not realizable with the proposed dielectric

thickness needed for signal layer one. Therefore, 100 o traces are routed only on layer

six. other trace impedance values, such as 68 o and 75 e ars routed on both signal

layers. This stackup unbalance will cause the board to experience warping. Neverthe-

less, since it is oniy a protoyping board and will not be inseted into any housings or

cabinets potential warping will be disregarded. Figure 4.4 illustrates the stackup for the

twelve by twelve inch six layer tester pcB. The power layers (layers 2-5), which uti-

lize I oz. (0.0014 inches) copper, were spaced appropriately to achieve the standard

62.5 mils PCB thickness. The PCB artwork for the tester can be found in the Appendix.



Dimensions in Mils (0.001 Inches)

Laminate

v^_

-u./

dielectric (prepeg)

dielectric (core) 7.0 L:
T-r'4

dielectric (prepeg)

dielectric (core)

dielectric (prepeg)
T-

-r

0.7

Figure 4.4: Tester PCB stackup

Once the desired trace impedances and physical parameters are chosen, an

impedance tolerance analysis was performed to estimate the possible impedance varia-

tion due to manufacturing tolerances. Table 4.4 illust¡ates the manufacturer's tolerances

of the trace width and thickness, dielectdc thickness and the range of the substrate

dielecüic constant (er).

Tâble 4.4: PCB tolerances. [39]

Parameter Tblerances

Trace Width (w) + 1.0 mil.s

T¡ace Thickness (ll2 oz.) (t) 0.7 t 0.2 mils

Dielecric Thickness (h) t 1.0 mils

Effective Dielectric Constant (e,) 3.8 - 4.2

Table 4.5 illustrates the resulting impedance variations and the measured

7.0

8.0

_1.41,,
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impedances of certain traces on the PCB

Thble 4.5: Calculated impedance variation and measured Zo.

Calculated 2,,
Measured

Zo(Q)Min.(O) Nom. (O) Max. (O)

45 50 58 62

61 68 78 79

66 '15 85 84

93 100 t12 106

The trace impedances were measured with a Tektronix dual-channel sD-24 twenty

GHz samplingÆDR (Time Domain reflectometer) head which is a plug in unit for a

Tektronix 118014 digital sampling oscilloscope (forry GHz). The TDR provides a 250

mv rising or failing (differential output) pulse with a 35 ps (20vo - 80zo) rise or fall

time, which is effectively a ton GHz signal. TDR is similar to radaq the samplingÆDR

head sends out a pulse (ln) and then measures the voltage ¡eflected back (\"¡) to

the head, The ratio of incident to reflected voltage at the sampling head determines the

reflection coefficient p and is shown in Equation 4.4.

Vr"ll
P= v:

Equation 4.5 illustrates the relationship of p to the resulting impedance (z) of the inter-

connect under test.

(4.4)

(4.s)

wherc zr"¡ is 50 l¿ (system impedance) and p is the reflection coefficient. The spatial

resolution of the TDR is iilustrated below

Z=Z,qH

, c.t, (3 . 108) . (35 . 10-12)

^x = -----::l2'le"n 2. J2.49
(4.6)



Where:

c is the speed of light

t, is the (70%o-907o) rise time of the TDR pulse

t-., is the effective dielectric constânt of the transmission line.YJJ

The sD-24 TDR head can distinguish impedance discontinuities which are 130 mils

apart. This point will be discussed later when measuring the impedances of the multi-

drop busses.

The impedance control, as shown in Table 4.5, was terrible and impedance val-

ues were skewed toward the high end of the tolerance scale, where the dielectric con-

stant value is 3.8. Since, a wide bandwidth TDR was used for impedance

measurcments it is expected that e¡ will be lower and therefore the impedance value

would be increased. unfortunately, it also appears that the dielectric thicknesses for the

signal layers were larger than requested. This enor in dielectric thickness would pro-

duce larger than expected impedance values.

Since microstrip has an air-dielectric interface an effective dielectric constant

(e.#) is used to model rhis interface. A simple method of verifying the effectiveEJJ

dielectric constant (e ..) is to measure the propagation velocity of a test trace. Equa-, CJÌ'

tion 4.7 illustrates the relation, where c is the velocity of tight (1i.g fu/ns) and v is the

propagation velocity of a test trace.

^2e*= (i) (4.7)

The effective relative dielectric constant (r rÍÍ) it defi¡ed in terms of the relative

dielectric constant (e,) as follows [36-38]:

e"¡¡ = 0.475 . er+ 0.67 (4.8)

The propagation delay of a "designed,, 75 O 7.732 inch long trace was mea_
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sured using the TDT (Time Domain Transmission) capability of the SD-24 TDR./sam-

pling head. The propagation delay of the Eace was measured to be 1.034 ns. The

resulting propagation velocity is then 7 .477 ns/inch and the effective dielectric constant

(e .") is 2.49. The dielecffic constant (e,) of the PCB material is then 3.8, which is' CJJ'

much lower than the quored 4.2. The TDT measuroment utilizes the same pulse (35 ps)

as previousiy mentioned TDR./sampling head. Since the TDR pulse is a wide band-

width pulse (10 GHz) the resulting er illustrat€s the laminates frequency dependence.

4.1..2 Ttansmission Line Loading and Terminations

Once the trace impedances have been measured, the distributed per unit length

transmission line elements, such as the intrinsic capacitance (co), instrinsic inductance

(Lo) and can be calculated. The disûibuted per unit length transmission line paramsters

are defined in the following equations:

^ l;; rpo

"o= zii= 4

ro=zo'{+, =rpo.zo

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.i1)

(4.12)

z"=E

TpD = lLo. co

Where:

C, = pF pel inch



l,, = pH per inch

c = velocity of light

Ert = effective dielectric constant

?pD = trace propagation delay, ps per inch

Table 4.6 illustrates the distributed parameters for various traca impedances utilizing a

dielectric constant of (er) 4.0. The resulting propagation delay (Tpp) is 136 ps/inch.

Thble 4.6: f,'R-4 (e" =4.0) microstrip Intrinsic parameters

z"(a) Co þf /inch) Lo (pH / inch)

50 2.70 0.0069

62 2.19 0.0084

68 2.00 0.0092

75 1.81 0.0102

79 r.72 0.0108

84 t.62 0.0114

100 1.36 0.0136

106 1.28 0.0145

To prevent linging or reflections on a transmission line proper temination is

required. Two types of terminations which are popular with ECL or GaAs systems are

parallel and serÌes terminations and are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Rt=Zo
Parallel Termination -2.0v

RL-Zn -.,R¡+26

R5 ¡- ft¡ = lo

Rs=Zo - Ro

-4.5 V Series Termination

Figure 4.5: Parallel and series termination schemes.

Parallel termination is the prefened scheme and involves terminating the end of

a line with a sMT resistor (Rr) which has a value of the transmission line characteris-

tic impedance (z) and is connected to a -2.0 v biasing supply. No ¡eflections will

occu¡ if there is a proper match. The output impedance (Ro) of ECL and GaAs ouçut

buffers is very low, nominally 7 Q for ECL and 10 o for GaAs, which is virtually a

short circuit. Any reflections retuming back to the driving gate would be almost

reflected back ( p = - 1 ) to the receiving gate and cause ringing on the line.

series termination is a technique which places the termination resistor between

the driving gate and the transmission line. The terminating resistor (R5) and the output

impedance (Ro) equals the line characteristic impedance (z). The value of a bias resis-

tor (RÐ determines the quiescent v6¡1 and v6¡ levels. The signal travels down the

transmission line at half amplitude because of the voltage divider at the driving end.

The receiving gate(s) can be modelled as a high impedance (>> Zo) capacitive input.

Therefore, as the signal hin the end of the li¡e it doubles ( p = 1 ) (see) and travels

towald the driving gate. once the retuming signal reaches the driving end it will be
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absolbod by the combination of the series ¡esisto¡ (R5) and the ECL gates output

impedance (\) which equal the line's characteristic impedance (Z). Hence, no further

r€flections will occur. one of the advantages of series over parallel termination is in

terms of crosstalk. Since only half the wave goes down the line it would impose

smaller crosstalk on an adjacent victim line.

Figure 4.5 illustrated the temrinating scheme of a point-to-point transmission

line. That is, there are no loads along the line but only at the teminus of the line.

Unfortunately, the SRAM Address and Data buses are multidrop and contain many

capacitive loads (gaæ inputs) distributed along the line. A typical input capacitance for

an ECL or BiCMOS gate is 3 pF and a typical socket capacitance is 1 pF, for a total

per gate capacitarce of 4 pF. For example, the SRAM Address bus has six (6) loads

evenly distributed along the transmission line. Terminating the bus with the bus's char-

acteristic impedance is not sufficient to prevent reflections.

The capacitive loads effectively lower the bus impedance, which was designed

at 68 O but measured at 79 Q, and increases the propagation delay. The distributed

capacitance (cp) due to the loads is illustrated in Equation 4.13. cL is the load capaci-

tance (6 loads* 4pF = 24 pF) and I (5.990 inches) is the iength of bus where the loads

(gates) are connected.

cr=+=Æ=4.o1pF/inch (4.13)

The change in impedance (Zo') and increase in propagation (?¿r,) due to the stray

capacitance are as follows:

z.7. 
-" 

^tt + CD/ Co

Tpo' = Tpp

(4.14)
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The resulting change in the address bus's impedance and inc¡ease in propagation delay

is illustrated in Equation 4.16 and Equation 4.17 respectively.

43d2=z'- '79l)

" l, 4.ot¡t -l_4''r.iz
(4.16)

248psänch=Tpn'=136 (4.17)

The bus must then be terminated with a 43 o sMT resistor to properly match the liûe

impedance and prevent reflections.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the TDR setup to measure the line impedance of one (Ã1

bit) line of the Addrcss bus, which is parallely le'-inared (Rr). l-he sRAM sockets (6)

were soldered onto the PCB and sMT capacitors (3.3 pF) were soldered between each

(6) sRAM's through-hole (socket pin) via and a nearby ground via to mimic the input

capacitance ro ground of the SRAM Address gate input ( =3pF ). A 39 O 0g05 SMT

resistor was used to teminate the line.

Address Bit (Ã1)

I = 5.990 inches
(Designed z. = osg)

zo= 79S/

=395?

Zo=509" connector .tq*å:iiiffiå:ïii'

Figure 4.6: Address 1Ã1¡ lus TDR setup.

As mentioned previously, a TDR unit measures the impedance of a DUT or a

transmission line by utilizing Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5. unfo¡tunately, these equa-

tions are not accurate if there are many discontinuities along the line because the dis-

continuities will cause multiple reflections and hence enors in the impedance vaiues.

. 4.01L+ 
L72
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These enors were evident when measuring the impedance of the Address and Data

buses. Figure 4.7 illustrates the TDR impedance measurements of an unterminated and

unloaded (no mimic caps) Address (Ãi bit) bus 1ine. The capacitance to ground of the

vias (6) and the sMA connector signal pin driving the line create large discontinuities.

The first "dip" is due to the capacitance to ground of the SMA connector signal pin

(25 O). The first "spike" is the impedance of the transmission line from the SMA con-

nector to the first via (trace length - 1.1 inches). As the pulse moves down the line the

via impedance value increases (smaller "dips") and ths transmission line impedance

between vias decreases. These results are somewhat erroneous and are caused by multi-

ple reflections and also due to the decrcase in the pulse rise time and hence the spatial

resolution (see Equation 4.6). Tektronix has developed a DSp software package called

z-ProfrIe to rcmove erors caused by multiple reflections [42]. Figure 4.g illustrates the

TDR trace of a loaded (sMT capacitors and sRAM sockets) ând unteminated Ã1 tne.

The impedance of the line is decreased to below 40 o. This illustrates the decrease in

impedance caused by the distributed capacitive loads. A 39 o to 44 c) sMT resistor

should be adequate to properly terminate the line. For the TDR experiments a 39 e
0805 SMT resistol was used due to availability.

As was discussed previously, the TDR head provides a pulse with a vety fast

dse time (35 ps). consequently, the TDR rise time does not resemble the actual rise

time (nominal 750 ps) of the ECL counter driving the address bus. It would be mors

realistic to investigate the discontinuities caused by the loads with a pulse with a 750

ps rise time. The Tekrronix 1i80iA Dso [43] provides a Filter option that allows any

trace (pulse rise time) to be filtered. That is, the trace will have a rise time (bandwiclth

specification) applied to it via DSp algorithms. Therefore, the TDR pulse trace (wave-

form) can have a 750 ps filter applied on it to approximate the nominal rise time (10-

90vo) of the ECL counter driving the address bus. Figure 4.9 illustrates the resultilg

TDR traces fol a loaded, terminated address (Ã1) line for various input rise times
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including the actual TDR pulso rise time (35 ps). The discontinuities decrease dramati-

cally as the rise time is incrcased. For a 1.0 ns rise time, the discontinuities along the

line are smail but also indicates a resistor value larger than 39 O is required to prop-

erly terminate the line.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the voltage waveforms at the address line's terminating

resistor. A Tektronix SD-14 high impedance probe sample¡ plug in unit for the

i18014, was used to take the measur.ements. The probe has a bandwidth of 3 GHz and

a capacitance of < 0.5 pF. The waveform in Figure 4.10 exhibits slight ringing with an

overshoot and undershoot voltage of approximately 20 mv rhis is caused by a mister-

mination (39 o) and a slight "tweaking" of the resistor termination (R1) value will

reduce the ringing.

A similar TDR setup, shown in Figure 4.11, was used to measure the imped-

ance of one (channel #1, D11) line of the sRAM Data bus. similar to the Address bus,

"mimicing" capacitors and IC sockets were soldered on to the appropriate socket foot-

prints. The resulting TDR waveforms for a loaded and terminated line for various

input dso times is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The impedance mismatch due to the sMA

connector is very large but the remaining sections of the line exhibit small impedance

variations. Figure 4.13 shows the voltage waveform at the Data bus's terminating resis-

tor (R'¡) located near€st the GaAs multiplexer. There is an ove¡shoot ard undershoot

of 30 mv. As stated previously, trveaking of ¡esistor values will minimize the ringing

that have been ulcerated previously.
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tr'igure 4.E: TDR trace of an unterminated and loaded Add¡ess bus (Ã1¡ Iine.
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Figure 4.10: Voltage waveform at the terminating resistor (R.¡) of a loaded

Address bus (Ãr) Une.



Channel #1 Data Bit (D11)
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ECL trans. & GaAs nux)

Figure 4.11: TDR setup ofa Data (Channel #1, D11) bus line,
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4.1.3 Vias

Vias (plaæd through holes) in multilayer pCBs will have a capacitance to

ground and because of their small sizes can be modeled as a lumped circuit element

[41]' The capacitance is dependent on the ground clearance around a via, the diameter

of the pad surrounding the via and the thickness of the pcB. Figve 4.14 illustrates the

physical parameters of a via and Equation 4.18 illustraæs a simple fomrula to estimate,

to within an order of magnitude, the via capacitance to ground.

Ground
Plane

Figure 4.14: PCB via (PTH) physical parameters.

7.41 e '7. D.
/1 _ r Ivvía - --[r.fi r-

(4.18)

Where:

D2 = diameter of clearance in ground plane(s) (inches).

D¡ = diameter of pad sunounding via (inches).

Z = thickness of printed circuit board (inches).

e, = relative dielectric constant of circuit board material

Cu¿ - parasitic via capacitance, pF.

AII the high frequency data ourputs (1.2 Gb/s) and clock inputs (1.2 GHz) utilize sMA



connectors for interface purposes. unfortunately, the ground clearance (D2) around the

SMA signal pin via was not large enough and resulting capacitance to ground (CuiJ is

too large. The calculated and the measured sMA signal pin via capacitance to ground

was 1.2 pF and 0.8 pF respectively. Since the via is a lumped element its impedance

will vary with the signal rise time driving the via. The discontinuity is shown in Figure

4.15 for vadous input rise times (35, 100, 150 or 200 ps 10Va-90Vo rise times). Even a

pulse with a 200 ps rise exhibits a large discontinuity (40 o). The discontinuity will

cause large reflections and ringing on the high speed data outputs and high frequency

clock input lines. The resulting high speed datâ output waveforms would be almost use-

less for testiûg purposes.

The solurion \ryas to enlargen rhe (Dù ground clearance by drilling out the

sMA signal pin via. The sMA connector was then resoldered to the board and a short

piece of wirewrap wire was soldered between the sMA signal pin and the discon-

nected PCB trace. The discontinuity was decreased dramatically (46 o) as illustrated

in Figure 4.16. There is still a slight mismatch but the expected ringing witl bo tolerâ-

ble as system verifrcation proved later on (chapter five).
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4.2 Crosstalk

crosstalk is the capacitive and inductive coupling between a nearby or adjacent

PcB' IC package or socket pin interconnect. This coupling induces (inductive) currents

and (capacitive) voitages and a syslem can become non-functional if the induced volt-

age exceeds the noise margin of any logic gate connected to the 'lictim" trace. Ths

discussion of crosstalk models and calculation of crosstalk coupling coefficients is

beyond the scope of this thesis but can be found elsewhere [M-471. From a system's

perspecfive, an estimation of the worst case crosstalk is required. Experimental meth-

ods, which will duplicate actual system performance, will be used to estimate the

wolst case c¡osstalk. crosstalk evident on the tester pcB is due to a combination of

the following:

1) adjacent transmission lines

2) adjacent IC socket pins

3) adjacent IC package pins

Bxperimentally, only the crosstalk caused by the combination of adjacent transmission

lines and IC socket pins will be presented. The crosstalk due to IC packaging will be

estimated and added to the measured crosstalk contributed by the transmission line and

the socket.

Transmission line crosstalk is categorized as near or far end as iilustrated in Fig-

we 4.77. Near end is the resulting closstalk voltage on a victim line near the driver

position and far end is the crosstalk voltage at the end of the victim transmission line.

crosstalk is always gleater in microstrip than in stripline Íansmission lines because of

the non-homogeneous air-dielectric interface.
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Figure 4.17: Near and far end crosstalk,

A.lso, near end crosstalk is always greater thân far end crosstalk in microstrip than strip-

line transmission lines. crosstalk (coupling coefficients) is dependent on the following:

1) edge to edge spacing (w) of adjacent traces.

2) dielectric constant (er.) of the substrate.

3) dielectric thickness (h).

4) r'ise or fall time of driving pulse.

5) length of parallel transmission lines.

6) transmission line termination conditions (near and far end).

Figure 4.18 illustrates the physical parameters of adjacant microstrip transmission lines.

Figure 4.18: Crosstalk physical parameters of adjacent microstrip lines,

Lower impedance transmission lines have lower c¡osstalk characteristics than higher
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impedance lines. This is due to the thinner dielectric (h is smaller) and hence the

greater coupling to the ground plane than to the adjacent trace.

The tester's SRAM Data and Address busses have traces that run parallel for

approximately four and six inches respectively. The Address bus layout was con-

strained by the spacing of the sRAM socket footprint, which has a fifty mils pitch.

Every effort was made to maximize the edge to edge spacing(s) between address bus

bits. As mentioned previously, the counter's complimentary outputs are used to drive

the Address bus. The worst case edge to edge spacing occurs between Address bits Ã3,

Ãa and Ã5 and is 38 mils. Address birs -A2 and Ã; (> 100 mils edge ro edge spacing)

are sufficiently far away that they can be ignored. Also, as with the TDR meæure-

ments, SMT capacitors were placed on all signal pins along the bus to ,,mimic', the

input capacitance of the SRAM address gates.

The situations when the worst case crosstalk occurs on the Address bus is when

the tester is i¡ continuous (looping) mode (chapter two) and switches from Ã.1yÃg =

111111111111 to Ã.1yÃ.s = ÐÕ{Xne\üøX (X =don,t care stare) o¡ when ÃtrÃ\ =

XÆmUililL switches to Ã1yÃ.s = )ÕtÐÕt1000000. Hence, rhe three Address bits

(Ãs--&) of intercst switch from high to low. As Address bits Ã3 and Ã5 switch (high

to low) they will couple onto Ã4. which is also swiæhing high to low. The expected

near and far end c¡osstalk waveforms coupled onto Ã4 are shown in Figure 4.19.

These wavefo¡ms would be added (subtracted) to the falling edge of the pulse on -A4.

The near and far end crosstalk waveforms shown in Figure 4.19 occur only when both

the near and far end terminations match the impedance of the transmission line. This

situation will never occur with ECL logic if a parallel termination scheme is utilized.

As mentioned previously, near and far end closstalk is a function of line termi-

natio¡s. The output impedance of an ECL or GaAs gate is nominally low (-7 o). This

causes the near end crosstalk (see Figure 4.19) to ¡eflect off the ECL (e) gate driving

the line (p = -1), invert and then propagate toward the far end of the victim line. The
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near end closstalk becomes far end crosstalk and combines with the original far end

crosstalk waveform. Experimentally, to approximate the low output impedance of an

ECL gate the near end termination of Address bit Ãa will be shorted to ground as

shown in Figure 4.20. Figve 4.27 illustrates the expected near and far end crosstalk

waveforms due to the transmission lines. If the crosstalk is large enough it will cause

-Aa to go above the threshold voltage, as shown in Figure 4.22, and therefore become

logic one and cause the wrong address to be read on the bus. The expected crosstalk

due to the combination of the sockets and transmission lines will be more complex,

but similar to what is shown in Figure 4.21.

Address Bit Ã3 Crosstalk

l*[*-----!-l^--\K
Address Bit Aa

-\_"'"

Figure 4,19: Worst case address bus crosstalk,
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= 785l
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Sfmulated Line -

Addre¡s Bit (Ã¿l
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Sdmulateã f,ine 
- 

* 3.3 pF 0-80s sur capacior
& Yamaichi Socket Pin (1pþ

Figure 4.20: Far End crosstalk measurement setup.

Address Bit lÃJX=0 zo=z8fj"' '' X=L- 
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Far End (Forward) Crosstalk at C

iç

Total Far End (Forward) Crosstalk at C

Figure 4.21: victim line near and far end crosstalk voltage waveforms for a rising

pulse.

Figure 4,22: Expected voltage at the far end of Ã4.

Figure 4.23 shows a 1.07 V (ECL-like) square pulse rrain (g23 ps 10_90Vo

rise time) used to stimulate addless bits Ã3 and Ã5. tnis input pulse is similar to the

output waveform of the ECL counter driving the address bus.

iÇ=tns

Near End (Backward) Crosstalk at B

Reflected Near End (Backward) Crosstalk at C
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Figure 4.23: ECLJike input pulse train fed into Address bus traces Ã3 and Ã5.
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The victim line (Ã4) will be monito¡ed at the far end with a Tektronix Dual

sD-24 TDR/sampling heád. The sampling head's 50 c) intemal terminarion will termi-

nate the near end of the victim line and will cause some reflections. Figure 4.24 shows

the resulting crosstalk on -A4 with no sRAM sockets soldered onto the Address bus.

The crosstalk has a maximum and a minimum voltage peak of 5g.4 mv and 49.6 mv

respectively. The maximum peak voltage is of intercst, since this is the result of tho

one to zero í'ansition. The crosstalk ratio, which is the resulting crosstalk voltage

divided by the inpur or stimulating voltage, is (0.0584/1.07) 0.055 or 5.52o. Also, rake

note that the far end crosstalk waveforms resemble the predicted waveforms shown pre-

viously in Figure 4.21.

Figwe 4.25 shows the resurting far end c¡osstalk with an six sRAM sockets sol-

dered onto the Address bus. The maximum and minimum crosstalk voltages are 90.0

mv and 106 mv respectively. The maximum peak is of interest, and the resulting

crosstalk ratio is 0.084 or 8.47o. This is more than a 60vo increase in c¡osstalk over the

previous measur€ment in which no sRAM sockets were on the pcB. The c¡osstalk

consumes aimost 2i3 of an ECL's gates noise margins.

since c¡osstalk due to adjacent ICs package pins was not measured a rough esti-

mate can be calculated. Figt:re 4.26 illustrates the mutual capacitance between IC pack-

age pins.
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Figure 4.2: Far End crosstark vortage on .A,ddress trace Ã4 - without SRAM sock-

ets.
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Figure 4.25: Far End crosstalk voltage on Ádd¡ess trace Ã4 -with SRAM (6) sock-

ets.
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Figure 4,26: Mutual pin to pin package capacitance.

The percentage closstalk introduced on -Aa by Ã3 (-45¡ can be calculated as follows:

R.C..
Crosstalk = ,;; (4.19)

Where:

R = 39 O (the coupled voltage "sees" the 79 O bus in parallel)

Cu = 0.5 pF (mutual capacitance of pin Ã3 and Ãa)

Tro-go = 850 ps (the voltage rise (fall) rime of the signal on pin Ã3 or Ã5).

The resulting crosstaik is rhen 2.3Vo as calculated in Equation 4.20.

39.0.5. 10:12 
= 0.023

0.85 . 10-'
(4.20)

The resulting crosstalk voltage from Ã3 is then (0.023* i.1 v) 25 mv rhe total

crosstalk from both Ã5 and Ãa is then approximately 50 mv. Table 4.j is a compila-

tion of the various contdbutors of crosstalk on Ã4.
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Table 4,7: Crosstalk voltage coupted onto Ãa ty Ã3 ana Ã5.

Crosstalk contributor Crosstalk voltage coupled onto Aa (mV)

parallel transmission lines (Ã3 & Ãs) 58.4

adjacent SRAM IC socket pins 31.6

adjâcent SRAM IC package pins (esti-
mated)

50.0

Tolal 140.0

The total crosstalk is 140 mv and matches the ECL noise margin of 140 mv. The

sRAMs must bs used without the sockets for the system to function properly. There-

fore the address bus must be redesigned (a new pcB) to allow placement of the sMT

sRAMs. Another solution, which will be discussed in the recommendations section, is

to utilize stripline tlansmission lines.

The SRAM Data bus was laid out with the maximum aliowable edge to edge

spacing. For a major poftion of the bus the edge to edge spacing is greater than 400

mils (0.4 inches). The worst case spacing occurs between channel # 1 data bit D11 and

channel # 2 data bit Dg where they are routed parallely for approximately an inch and

with edge to edgs spacing of 42 mils. The expecæd crosstalk is small due to the large

spacing botween data lines and because both ends of the bus are terminated (bidirec-

tional). Like the Address bus, the situation of near end crosstalk becoming far end

crosstalk does occur. The near end crosstalk test setup is iilustrated in Figure 4.27 and

the low ouput impedance of the sRAM Data ouput pin is represented by shorting the

near end of the Data bus to ground. similar to the TDR tests, sMT capacitors (4.4 pF)

were soldered onto the via holes to mimic the input capacitances of various gates

along the data bus. The various sockets on the bus (sRAM, GaAS multiplexer and

ECL translator) were not solde¡ed on the pCB for this measurement.
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Channel #2 Data Bit (Do)

Zo= 1069-

zo= 505 Stimulated Thansmission Line

_ 
Channel #1 Data Bit (D11)

Zo= -106 9

T- T 3R12=100f?

Figure 4.27: Data bus near end crosstalk test setup.

The input into the bus was a 900 mV pulse t¡ain with a 900 ps (10_902o) rise

time and the resulting crosstalk has a minimum and maximum voltage of 25.2 my and

22'8 mY rcspectively. The resulting c¡ossralk ratio is (0.025/0.9) 0.02g or 2.gvo. -]he

resulting crosstalk voltage when all the IC sockets were soldered on was approxi-

mately 55 mv rhe estimated crosstalk due to adjacent IC pins is 50.0 mv rherefore,

the total crosstalk with and without IC sockets is 105 mv and 75 mv respectively.

4.3 Ground and Power Distribution

It is essential that a high frequency system (pcB) have at least one complete

copper layer dedicated to ground (ground potential). A complete plane will lower DC

resistance and prevent any voltage differences (IR Drop) between ground pins on ICs.

Digital logic inputs and outputs use ground (logic) directly or indirectly as the refer-

ence voltage for logic thresholds. For example, when two logic circuits are connected

together in a single-ended mode, any difference in ground potentiars w l decrease

noise margins [37]. If the d'op exceeds noise maryins then system functionaiity is jeop-

atdized.

Short (Zor)
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A glound plane also acts a cuffent return path, or AC ground plane, in a trans_

mission line as illustrated in Fi gure 4.28.

Current

\ \,,

\\
Ground
Inductance

Figure 4.28: Ground cu¡rent flow and ground inductance.

The transmission line retuming current will follow the path of least inductance which

is directly beneath the transmission line signal conductor. Any cutouts in the ground

plane or lack of a complete copper plane beneath a transmission line will increase

inductance a¡d hence the impedance (2. = ^þ¡ q). Also, if tåere a¡e numerous

retuming curronts, a high inductance ground plane will create noise voltages (v¡) and

hence decrease noise margins.

Power planes should also be distributed, especiatly for the GaAs power sup_

.plies, as complete copper planes or split planes to minimize DC voltage drop. Al1 the

tesbr's power supplies were designed as either complete planes or split planes. unfor-

tunately, âs the tester PCB artwork in Appendix A illustrates, the power planes were

fabricated as a mesh pattern. Four point probe measurements indicated a resistance of

25 mc) across the largest meshed power plane (+5 þ. Therefore, the DC (v=IR) drop

wiil then be minimal but a slight increase in inductance would be expected.

Looking from an ICs power terminals, a good power distribution network

should have an AC impedance vs. frequency behavior that resembles the curve in Fig-

we 4.29. The impedance should be flat fo¡ a wide frequency range.

)--/"'"
"5
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Figure 4'29: Desired power distribution impedance as a fi¡nction of frequency [29].

This power distribution AC behavior is achieved with many levels of decoupling or

bypassing capacitors. Bypass capacito¡s reduce power-supply-level fluctuations by

chzuging up at steady state and then assuming the role of a power supply during cur-

rcnt switching 129). The selection of capacitor values for bypassing and capacitor mod-

elling will not bo discussed in this thesis, but can be found elsewhere r22,41,4g-4g1.

The three levels ofbypassing are:

1) Board lævel Filtering.

2) IC l-evel or Local Filtering.

3) Capacitance of Powe¡ and Ground planes.

At the board level, as the power supply enters the boa'd, a large tantalum (10 pÐ
sMT (surface mount) capacitor is placed to filte¡ low frequency noise. Smaller tantal-

ums (1 pF) are placed near groups of ICs to provide further low frequency filtering.

These tantalums provide the (low) impedance behavior at the low frequency end illus-

trated in Figure 4.29.

IC level or local filtering is achieved by pracing a ceramic sMT decoupling

capacitof as close as possible to each ICs power pin. SMT capacitors are used because





The biasing power supply (2 V) connecæd to termination resistors must also

be bypassed. Figure 4.31 illustrates the bypassing of a typical parallel termination

being driven by an ECL output gate. The -2.0 V supply is decoupled to ground via a

bypass capacitor. The decoupling of the -2.0 V supply to ground ensures that the trans-

mission line return wiil continues to ground and then returns to the ground pin of the

driving gate as shown in Figure 4.31.

tr'igure 4.31: Bypassing of termination resistor biasing voltage supply.

The high frequency clock (1.2 GHz) is the major source of high frequency

noise in the system. Good system practice is to prevent the clock system from interfer-

ing with other parts of the system t371. The clock noise must therefore be isolated

from the rest of the system via isolation of the clock's power supply. Figure 4.32 illus-

trates a noise fi1ter which is comprised of a ferite bead and a couple of capacitors

shunted to ground. Ferrite beads are inductive at low frequencies but become

extromely lossy at higher frequencies, Ferriæ beads have a frequency dependent resis-

tive component (R(at)) t511. The ferrite bead chosen for the tester has a resistive com-

ponent of near{y 200 o at 1 GHz [52]. This filter will attenuate any high frequency

noise from poliuting the rest of the system.

Rr=Zo

_r)
\
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HF Clock components
(maxl.2GHz)

Figure 4.32: Noise filter isolates high frequency clock power supply from the rest

of the system,

4.4 Noise Budget Analysis

A noise budget analysis [40] must be perfonned on each major section _

SRAM Data and Address busses - of the tester to verify that noise margins have

been violated. Factors that decrease noise margins are as follows:

1) Ground or Voltage Plane DC (IR) Drop

2) Ground Bounce

3) Voltage Supply Fiuctuations

4) Crosstalk

5) Trace and IC package resistance

6) Transmission line ringing or reflections

Each section utilizes ECL levels and rable 4.8 illustrates all the ECL logic parameters

including the logic low (v¡¡) and high (v¡.¡¡¡) noise margin revels. As Table 4.g

shows the noise margins are very small.

the

not
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Table 4.8: F 100K series ECL logic levels and noÍse margins.

Parameter Volts

VsH(max) -0.870

V6¡¡(min) -7.025

Vol(max) -1.62

Vs¡(min) -1.83

V¡¡(max) -1,.475

V¡¡¡(min) 1.165

vNn 0.140

vNl 0.145

4,4.1 Ground IR Drop

Glound (0 V potential) is used as a reference, directly or indirectþ by ail the

digital logic on the testor. It is essential that there is no poæntial difference between

ground pins on the PCB ICs. The potential difference (Âv) is caused by the resistance : :

differential (ÂR) between the power connector and two (or more) IC ground pins (R1

& R2) and the ground curent (I) as shown in Figure 4.33.



AY=IüR I / Pz

Power cormector

Ground current (I)
flow

Figure 4.33: Ground (IR) voltage drop.

The resistance differential (ÂR) should be kept small by using a complete power plane

as was done on the PCB ground plane. The resistance of the ground plane (layer two)

from one corner of the tester PcB to the opposite corner (16.9 inch diagonal) was mea-

sured with a four point probe ohmmeter and was found to be 2.53 mo. The resistance

between the ground pins of the ECL counter and the furthest sRAM is 0.2g mo. Tho

resistance differential for the sRAM Data bus section, sRAM to multiplexer ground

pins, was also very small (< 0.20 mo). The¡efore, the ground IR drop on both the

SRAM Data and Address bus sections will be insignificant and can be ignored.

4.4.2 Growtd Bounce

unlike with cMos circuits [53-54], grouncl bounce o¡ simultaneous switching

noise is ¡elatively small for ECL ICs because of two factors. The fust is that most mod-

em ECL ICs have separate ground pins for the internal circuitry (logic) and the output

buffer stages (emitter follower) as shown in Figure 4.34. Also, the inductarce of the

packaging is decreased by including many ground pins. For example, a 2g pin pLCC

ECL four bit counter has three ground pins, one for the output drivers and the remain-

ing two for the logic structure.
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Output Current
Flow

Figure 4.34: ECL differential output structure

The second factor that reduces ground bounce is the differential structu{e of ECL out-

put stagos. As one output switches from a 10w to a high ståte tho othe¡ switchos from a

high to a low simultaneously. The resulting cu'ent change through the ground pin is

zero because tåe cument supply switches between the two outputs as shown in Figure

4.34. This is assuming balanced loads on the outputs, which in practice due to compo-

nent and PCB tolerances is extremely difficult to achieve. so, evidently there will be

some ground bounce due to the imbaiance. A value of < 10 mv will be allocated to

both the Address and Data bus noise budgets.

4,4.3 Crosstalk

As shown in Section 4.2 crosst¿rk is a major probrem with the Address bus.

with the sRAM sockets the crosstalk alone exceeded the sRAM's ECL noise margins.

The resulting closstaik without the sRAM sockets is 10g.0 mv. The crosstalk on thô

SRAM Data bus with and without sockets is estimated to be 75 mv and 105 mv

respectively.

4.4.4 Power Supply Vottage Fluctuations

ECL parts are voltage compensated and its supply voltage can nnge from _4.2
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to -5.7 V without affecting any of its specified input or output voltage paramet€ts.

Thercfore, it is safe to assume that power supply voltage fluctuations will have no

effect on the noise margin.

4.4.5 Termination Reflections

As seen in section the voltage reflections due to termination mismatch on the

Addless and Dat¿ busses were both approximaæly 20 mV The reflections can be

reduced slightly by tweaking the resistor values until they are optimized.

4.4.6 Resistive, Dielectric and Skin Effect Losses

The microstrþ transmission lines used on the two busses will exhibit losses due

to the following [22,55]:

1) Dielectric losses (loss tangent = 0.020)

2) Skin Effect

3) Resistive losses

Table 4.9 illustrates the caiculated losses per inch of both busses at various fre-

quencies. The skin effect will have little effect at frequencies < lGHz, but the dielec-

Íic losses should be taken into account because of the lossy nature of FR-4 substrates.

The attenuation at higher frequencies attenuates the higher harmonics and hence slows

the rise time of a pulse edge as it travels down the bus.

Table 4'9: Losses (dB/inch) of Address and Data busses at varÍous frequencies.

Flequency
(MHz)

Address Bus (dB/inch)
(76 O)

Data Bus (dB/inch)
(106 O)

r00.0 0.26 0.26

250.0 0.44 0.44

500.0 0.70 0.70
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Thble 4.9: Losses (dB/inch) of Address and Data busse¡ at varÍous frequencies.

Frequency
(MHz)

Address Bus (dB/inch)
(76 c))

Data Br¡s (dB/inch)
(106 O)

1000.0 0.113 0.122

Experimental data showed the loss for a six inch Add¡ess and four inch Data bus lines

were 10 mV and 12 mV respectively.

4.4.7 SRAM Address and Data Bus Noise Budget Summary

Table 4.10 illustrates â summary of the noise budget for the Address Bus.

Also, take noto that the crosstalk contribution is tabulated with and without sRAM

sockets. The noise budget is exceeded by 8 mv even without the use of IC sockets.

The design of the Address bus must be reconsidered to assure system functionality.

The SRAM Data bus noise budget suûrmary is shown in Table 4.11. The

remaining noise margin is 23.0 mv without utilizing sockets and is exceeded by 7.0

mV with the use of sockets.

Table 4.10: SRAM Address bus noise budget summary.

Noise Source¡ Voltage (mV)

Ground IR drop N/A

Ground Bounce < 10.0

Crosstalk without sockets (with sockets) i08 (140)

Power Voltage Fluctuations N/A

Temination Reflections < 20.0

Microstrip Losses r0.0

Total Noße 148 (180)

ECL Noße Margin (V¡¡) 140.0

Remaíning Noise Margin -8.0 (-40,0)
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Tâble 4,11: SRÄM Data bus noise budget summary.

Noise Sources Voltage (mV)

Ground IR drop N/A

Ground Bounce <10.0

Crosstalk without sockets (with sockec) 75 (10s)

Power Voltage Fluctuations N/A

Temrination Refl ections <20

Microstrip Losses 12.0

Total Noíse 117.0 (147.0)

ECL Noise Margin (V¡¡¡) 140.0

Remaining Noße Margín 23.0 (-7.0)

4.5 System Timing

A timing analysis of the system using the best and worst case IC timing param_

eters must be performed to ensure system operation at the highest cLK frequency (1.2

GHz). The timing analysis assumes that noise margins have not been violated (section

4'4) and the system will remain functional up to the highest operating frequency (bit

rate)' The analysis will take into account all trace propagation delays. The GaAs

vs8001 12:1 multiplexer is the heart of the tester and is the IC that drives the system

timing requirements. The multiplexer's block diagram, timing waveforms and AC char-

acteristics are illustrated in Figure 4.35, Figure 4.36 and rable 4.12 [56] respectively.

The multiplexer's major timing constraint is thar the parallel data (D -Do) inputs must

meet the DCLocK's data setup time (tssu) and data hold time (tp5g) specifications.

The DCLocK can be an independent clock, which can be aligned with the data (D11-

Dg) using the SET input (synchronization input).

According to Viresse, a delayed version of the CLOCK12 (CLOCK12 = CLII
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12) output can be used as the DCLocK input as long as it is synchronized with the

clKour (NclocKouÐ output as illusrrated in Figure 4.36 1571. The resrer will uti-

lize a delayed version of the clocKl2 output as a DCLocK input. variable delay

lines in the cl-ocKl2 path will provide the delay to achieve the alignment of the

CLOCKOUT output with the CLOCK12 output,

Parallel Data Inputs
Do - Drr

Test
Syncpatt

SET

CLK

MUXDATA

NMUXDATA

CLOCKOUT

NCLOCKOUT

Figure 4.35: VS8001 12:l muttiplexer block diagram [56].
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cLK 0. (2), (3)

SET

DCLOCK ø)

cLocKl2

Do' D 'i
tosu

CLKOUT,
NCLKOUÍ

MUXDATA.
NMUXDATA

NOTES: (1) Ridñq êdge ol CLK câusês MUXDATA lo ctang€
(2) B¡sing a¿ge ol CLK ê.âusgs CLKOIJT to riss
(3)FaIitWêd1e ol CLKc¿ussê CLOCK|2 to ctÉngø
ß) Fa ìn9 edgê ol DCLOCK laldgs psralet ddla

\_-\,-__/
DA|A I

Figure 4.36: VS8001 12:1 multiplexer timing waveforms [56].

Table 4.12: VS8001 AC characteristics 156l.

Parameter Description MIN TYP MAX Units

tC CLK period 0.80 ns

t¡ DCLOCK period 9.6 ns

tssu Set set-up time, 2.0 tìs

t¡¡ Set hold ¡me 3.0 ns

tosu Data set-up time 2.0 ns

tpu Data hold fìme 3.0 ns

tcun Clock Output (CLKOUT,NCLK-
OUT) to muxed data outpur (MUX-

DATA,NMUXDATA) timing

-50 +150 ps
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Table 4.12: VS8001 AC characteristics [56].

Parameter Description MIN TYP MAX Units

jitter CLK to MUXDATA, NMIIXDATA
(max-min), (HIGH to LOW) same

part, same pin as consta¡t conditions

<50 ps

The variable delay lines (BLMEC SDU5050) [58], which are used to delay the

clocK12, have a variable delay time range of 0 - 1.55 ns with a 50 ps resolution (32

va¡iable sæps). The delay line have a worst case residual delay of 400 ps or less and

have a worst case (at max delay) bandwidth of I GHz or more. A scope photo of an

SDU4050 delay line, which has a delay range from 0 - 750 ps (16 variable sæps), is

shown in Figure 4.37 and illustrates the 50 ps edge placement capability.

Figure 4.37: Scope photo of the 50 ps edge ptacement capability of the SDU40S0

delay line.

The tester's crucial timing requirement is to have the cl-ocKl2 outpur toggle

the counter to the next SRAM address value and have the SRAMs new data ouçuts

present at the muitiplexer's data parallel (Drr-Do) inputs so it meets the multiplexer's

DCLOCK's data setup (tSSU = 2 ns) and hold time (t¡gu = 3 ns) const¡ai¡ts. This tim_
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ing requirement will be known as the cycle time. For the tester to operate at 1.20 Gb/s,

the maximum test vecror rate, the CLK fiequency is i.20 GHz and the DCLOCK (100

MHz) period (cycle time) is 10.0 ns. Figure 4.38 shows all the ICs and trace delays

involved in the cycle and rable 4.13 illustrates the trace propagation delays and worst

and best case IC propagation delays respectively.

Figure 4.38: Tþster transmission line delay paths.

ECL
Counter

Tâble 4.13: Tester trarsmission line propagation delays.

Path Description Delay (ns)

A 1:4 Buffe¡ to ECL quad Mux trace delay r.4700

B ECL Quad mux to 4-bit ECL counter trace delay 0.4730

c ECL counter to Channel #1 SRAM address input trace delay 0.7865
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Thble 4.13: Tester trarumission line propagation delays.

Path Description Delay (ns)

D ECL counter to Channel #2 SRAM address input trace delay 1.5730

E SRAM data output to GaAs 12:1 multiplexer trace delay 1.1300

F 1:4 Buffer to GaAs 12:1 multiplexer DCLOCK input trace delay 1.0710

Table 4.14: Best and worst Case propagation delay parameters.

Part Best (ns) Worst (ns)

ELMEC delay line (residual delay) 0.40

ECL 100355 quad multiplexer 0.60 1,.70

ECL 100336 4-bit counter 1.00 1.80

SRAM (data access) 5,00

Figurc 4.39 illust'ates the timing diagram for a 10.0 ns cycle time taking tnfo

account the best and worst case IC propagation delays and all trace delays. The timing

diaglam is best understood by also viewing Figure 4.38 which illustrate all the trace

paths and the ICs. The first waveform illustrates the cl-ocKl2 pulse at the DCLocK

input pins of the multiplexers (equalized). In this example, the (cl-ocKl2) rising edge

is placed at the 0 ns point. The second waveform is the cl-ocKl2 at the ECL mux

input pin. The CLOCK12 trace delay to rhe ECL Mui is slightly longer (trace A _ F)

than to the DCLOCK inpur.

'waveform #3 illustrates the cl-ocKl2 once it has propagated through the ECL

multiplexer (best and wo$t case). The inversion of cl-ocKl2 is required to achieve

the required timing consfaints. waveform #4 displays the trace delay between the

ECL multiplexer oulput and the counter clock input pin. The fifth and sixth waveforms

illustrate the propagation (best and worst case) and t¡ace delay of the counter,s LSB

(least signiflcant bit) output to channel # i and # 2 SRAM address inputs respectively.
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The counter toggles on a positive edge, so it effectively divides CLOCK12 by two.

waveforms # 7 and # 8 shows the best and worst case times of Data pressDt at

the multiplexer's parallel data inputs for channel # 1. The sRAM's data access fime

(5.0 ns) and trace delay is taken into account, The VALID,,window" is the period

where the SRAMs data is valid and present at the multiplexer's parallel inputs @11-

Dg). The crosshatched "window" indicates invalid data. Waveforms # 9 and # 10 show

the best and worst case times of Data present at the multiplexer's parallel data inputs

fo¡ channei # 2. Agun as before, the SRAM,s data access time and trace delay is

taken into account. The plopagation delay difference between channel # 1 and channel

#2 (best vs. best or worst vs. worst) is the extra delay in the bus trace (D -c) which is

785 ps.

Finally, the eleventh waveform illustrates the required delay (add delay to wave-

fom #1) of the CLOCK12 signal at the GaAs mulriplexer,s DCLOCK pins. For

proper tester operation of both channels the DCLocK's (dotæd lines) setup (t ) and

hold (t¡) time constlaints (window) must be within the vr\l-ID time window for

both channels. Fo¡ this example, to plâce the DCLocK window in both channel's

Best case vALID window a DCLocK delay of - 1.8 ns is needed. This will not be a

problem since the two delay lines can provide a maximum delay of 3.1 ns. A 3 ns

delay would be needed to place the DCLocK in the worst case window of both

channels. The timing diagram illustrates that the tester will operate at the maximum

CLK fiequency for both best and worst case conditions.

A four channel tester utilizing the same multiplexer architecture and multidrop

sRAM address would not meet the ûester's timing requirements. It would be impossi-

ble fo¡ the DcLocK window to frt in the vALID window if four channels were

required. This is assuming that the address bus delay could not be addressed any fur-

ther. This preliminary timing analysis caused the scaling down of the tester f¡om four

channels to two.
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Chapter 5.0

System Verification Results

This chapter deals with the system verification and performance evaluation of

the tester. First, measurement enors due to oscilloscope bandwidth limitations will be

discussed as well as crude calculations to approximate rise times f¡om these erroneous

measufemsnts. To illustrate system functionality a high frequency path of one tester

channel will be tested. Two twelve bit patterns will be used to illustlate tester function-

ality ranging from l0wer bit rates to the maximum bit ïate of 1.20 Gb/s. The GaAs 2:1

multiplexer previously tested with the hybrid system will be retested and the results

may illustrate the tester's versatility. Finally, a brief discussion of future system vedfi-

cation requiled to thoroughly charactedze the tester,s performance.

5.1 Oscilloscope Bandwidth Limitations

A majo'ity of the signals on the tester that requi'e monitoring have rise times

below 200 ps, which effectively rep¡osents a signal wi¡h a 2.4 GHz @W = 0.3íha)

bandwidth. To accurately measure these waveforms an oscilloscope with a bandwidth

extending up to the signal's third harmonic is requiled ( 
= 

gGHz). Equation 5.1 illus-

trates this relationship.

B andw idth""oo" 
= 

3 . B andwi dth o,rno¡
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using an oscilloscope with a bandwidth lower than described in Equation 5.1 will not

accurately measure a sub 200 ps rise time signal. The lack of bandwidth will reduce

the input signal's high frequency content aûd mask any ,glitches" or ringing. Figure

5.1 iilustrates the measurement error for oscilloscopes of various bandwidths.

Figure 5.1: Risetime ræponse of various oscilloscopes [59].

Unfortunaæl¡ a high bandwidth oscilloscope is not available at the U of M.

The only equipment available was a Tektronix DsA 60lA digital oscilloscope which

houses a 200 MHz (11A34) and 400 lvrftz (llA32) plug in amplifier. For example, for

a 150 ps rise time, which is the pin driver's edge rate, the resulting error for a 400

MHz ba¡dwidth oscilloscope (11432 amplifier) is greaûer rhan l00vo. The pin driver's

rise time will be estimated (section 5.3) using composites from the measured rise rime.

Nevertheless, the available bandwidth will provide adoquate signal inægrity details to

distinguish between catasrophic signal inægrity problems and system functionality.
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5.2 Test Setup and Results

Testing and verifying the entire toster system was out of the question due to the

magnitude of the task and the time required. system verification would consist of test-

ing high frequency sections of a single tester channel and latter íf time allowed. Figure

5'2 illustrates the test setup and all the ICs and components that comprise the high fi.e-

quency path of the channel under test (channel # 2). The high fiequency path is com-

prised of the following:

1) High frequency (HF) clock distribution.

2) Divide by 12 (Clocki2) clock distribution.

3) Channel #2 12:1 GaAs multiplexer.

4) Channel #2 pin driver.

Figure 5,2: Test setup of Channel #2 high frequency path.

since the SRAM section will not be tested, the multþlexer's data inputs (D11-D6) witl

.2.0 V (logic¡rfr')
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be set at logic "0" (-2.0 V) or "1" (0.8 V) using voltage regularors. The longest bit

pattem will then be twelve bits long. The HF clock is provided by an Hp8350 RF sig-

nal generator and split with a power divider to allow viewing by the oscilloscope as

illustrated in Figure 5.2. The pin driver's differential outputs are viewed by the oscillo-

scope via the 400 Mhz (11434) plug in amplifier. The coaxial cables (-5 feet long)

connecting the pin driver's and the oscilloscope were constructed to be of equal length

(< 0.25 inch difference) to minimize skew between differential outputs.

The goals of æsting the high frequency path of channel #2 were to investigate

some of the tester's output characteristics and verify some design objectives put forth

in chapter two. The testing goals ale as foilows:

1) Drive 50 C) loads with ECL-like volrage swings ( 
= 0.8 - l.OV ) .

2) Drive 1 MQ loads with CMOS-like voltage swings ( 
= 5.0[.

3) Investigate pin driver's output signal integrity and verify that the waveform,s are

suitable for functional testing ICs.

4) Verify that tåe tester can provide a maximum data bit rate of 1.20 Gb/s.

5) Bstimate the pin driver's rise time from the previously mentioned effoneous mea-

sured dse time.

Initial tr ouble shooting of the tester uncovered one issue that was not treated

thoroughly at the system level. During a low frequency rest (< l0 Mb/s) the pin

driver's voltage swing would be constant for approximately one minute and then

slowly decrease until the pin driver became non-functional. The problem seemed to be

a the¡mal issue since all ICs in the high fi'equency path, especially the pin driver, were

extremely hot. Heat si¡ts were attached to ali the ICs and this allowed the pin ddver

to function for approximateiy flve minutes before the pin driver again became

non-functional, The only solution was to use the brute force method of forcing air ove¡
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scope's 1 MO internal termination load with a 1 Mb/s (frequency = 500 KHz), 50Vo

duty cycle pattem. The pattem has a 5.12 Y peak+o-peak swing and illustrates the pin

ddver's capability of driving high impedance load at CMOS levels. The remaining

test results discussed in this section were performed with the pin driver driving the

scope's (amplifier) 50 O internal rermination with an BCLlike ( = 0.8 - l.0V ) volr-

age swing. A 50 O environmont and termination, as well as ECL-like voltage swings,

are more typical of high speed systems and DUT test jigs, than 5 V swings and 1 MO

loads.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the pin driver output wavefomr of a 100 Mb/s patter:r with

a 50Vo dluty cycle and a peak-to-peak voltage swing of approximately 800 mV (ECL

like). The duty cycie for the Vo+ waveform is 50.267a which is close to the desired

value of 507o (D11-Dg=010101010101). The Vo- duty cycle is also very close ro the

desiled 507o value. Slight ringing (overshoot and undershoot teadings) is present on

the waveforms and is expected since the trace impedance from the pin driver output to

the DUT SMA connecto¡ is not 50 O, but 62 l). Also, the Vo+ output is biased

slightly more positive ( 
= 

40mV) than the Vo- output. This will cause the swiæhing

point of a differential DUT to be offset as illustrated in Figure 5.4 and therefore the

(differential only) duty cycle will not be rhe desired 507o.

Vo+
with
"offsettt

Yo-

ideal

Vo-

Figure 5.4: Pulse width distortion error.

This non-507o duty cycle is called pulse width distortion and will cause timing effors
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if this waveform is used as an input into a differential DUT. The offset maybe caused

by unbalanced bypassing or perhaps the differential inputs into the pin driver are

unsymmetrical. This problem was not investigated any further, but it manifests itself

even fu¡ther at higher bit rates.

Figure 5.7 illustraæs the pin driver output waveform of a 500 Mb/s pattem with

a 50Va daty cycle. The peak to peak voltage swing for the Vo- and Vo+ ourput is 1.072

V 0.990 V respectively. The Vo+ ouput's logic "zero" lovel (VOD is higher than the

Vo- output logic "zero". There is also more ringing, undershoot and overshoot, on the

Vo- output than an the Vo+ output. This may be due to a larger discontinuity at the Vo-

SMA connector pin via. As mentioned in chapter four, wire wrap wire was soldered

between the sMA signal pin and the disconnected trace. Also, the threshold crossing

of the differential outputs do not occur at the center of the waveforms. This is caused

by the previously mentioned offset but also because the cable lengths may be off and

also the tolelances of the transmission lines. This error may be removed with the use

of the variable delay lines.

Figurc 5.8 illustrates the pin driver output waveform of a 1.0 Gb/s pattern with

a 50Vo dlty cycle and also the 1.0 GHz HF clock (CLKIN). The peak to peak voltage

swirg of the Vo+ and Vo- output is 780 mV and B24mV respectively. As before, this

unequal peak to peak swing will cause a non 50vo duty cycle for a differential DUT.

Also, the pulses have become rounded and are effectively sine waves due to the scope

bandwidth. Figure 5.9 illustrates the pin driver output waveform or a 1.20 Gb/s pattern

with a 50vo duty cycle. The offset on the vo+ is even larger than on previous measuro-

ments.

Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 illust¡ate the pin driver output of a

25Vo (Dn-Ds=000100010001) duty cycle ffo- = 75Vo duty cycie) pauern at 500, 750

and 1200 Mb/s respectively. The offset problem is still visible in all the waveforms.

Figurc 5.13 illustrares the 1.2 Gbis pattern ar a different rime base (500 ps/division)
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and as seen the unequal threshold voltage is still evident.

In summary, the pin driver's output waveforms would be unsuitable for differe_

tial circuits because of the pulse width distotion it would cause. As mentioned, this

problem was not investigated further. The pin driver's waveforms would be suitable

for testing single ended circuits. The duty cycle of a single ended pin driver output, be

it either vo+ or vo-, were stable and did nor exhibit pulse width distortion as they do

when the outputs arc combined as a differential pair. Although the signal integrity of

the outputs indicate that they are suitable for testing, the ringing must be quantified

with a higher bandwidth scope.
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Figure 5.6: A 50 7o duty cycle (D11-D¡=91Q101010101) 100 Mb/s pattern with a

0.810 V (ECLJike) peak-to-peak swing.
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5.2.1 Variable Delay Lines

The variable delay lines can be used to align the edges on the pin driver's dif-

fercntial output to compensate any imbalances in loading and cable length differentials

which were evident in the pin driver output waveforms previously discussed. A practi-

cal example is when one tester channel is driving a different capacitive load than the

second channel. Typically, DUT clock or select inputs have a larger capacitive load (-

5pf for ECL) than dara inputs (1-2.5 pF for ECL). The inpur waveform ar rhe DUT

clock (or select) input will have its rising or falling edge degraded (de1ay=Zox6ro.¿

more than the input wavefom at the DUT data input. Hence, the switching points

(thrcshold voltage) between data and clock (select) inputs will be misaligned and this

results in a timing eror. The delay lines can minimize the error caused by the load

imbalance by aligning the edges or switching points to within 50 ps.

The vadable delay lines also provide the capabilities of verifying asynchronous

circuit parameters such as set up (t ) and hold (t¡) times. Figure 5.i4 illustrates a con-

frguration to test a D flip flop where both tester channels are required. one channel

(channel #2) is configurcd æ the flip flop's clock (CLK) and the othe¡ channel (chan-

nel #1) as the data input (D). The delay lines provide the capability of shifting the

clock or data to measure, within 50 ps, the setup (t*) and hold (t¡) time of the D flip

flop.
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Figure 5.14: D flip flop set up and hold measurement setüp.

5.2.2 PinDriyer Rise and Fall Time

The rise and fall time of the Triquint pia driver is specified at 150 ps (20 -

807o) while driving a 50 Q load (1 V swing & <lpf load) [60]. For an ECL-like

voltage swing (-800 mV) the measured 20-80Vo and l0-90%o rise time is 684 ps and

912 ps respectively and shown in Figure 5.15. This measurement is emoneous since

the oscilloscope (amplifler) is bandwidth limited at 400 MHz, A rough esrimation of

the pin driver rise time can be calculated using composites [41]. This method is often

used to approximate the rise time of an input waveform into a scope or chain of ampli-

fiers. Each component between the pin driver and the oscilloscope will degrade the rise

time of the pin driver input. Since the components are in series, each component,s rise

time (t = 0.35/bandwidth) is squared and then added together as shown in Equation

5.2.

_ composrte (s.2)

The actual lise time is calculated by subtracting the composite rise time (AompositJ

from the rise time displayed (Toirpluy.d by the oscilloscope and is given in the equa-
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tion below.

- ;¿Tl actual = {l displayea - l composite

Figure 5.16 illustrates all the components in the chain and Table 5.1 shows all respec-

tive composite dse times.

(s.3)
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Figure 5.16: Components in the delay path,

The calculated rise time (10-907o) is presented in Equation 5.4.

ielps = frt6{l8rrp'f
The resulting 20-80Vo nse time is 143 ps and is very close to the specified 150 ps. The

calcuiated rise time is a very crude estimation since one of the requirements for using

composites is that the input waveform have no overshoot or undershoot and be taken

in a noise fiee environment. Nevertheless, it offers some insight into the actual dse

time of the pin driver and is a quick method of approximating measurements when

(5.4)

Table 5.1: Composite rise times of components in the pin driver chain,

Component Composite t. (10-90%) (ps)

ELMEC Delay Line (4GHz @ Ops delay)

SMA PCB female connector

SMA male connector

5 ft. RG-58 coax

1.25 inches of trace (BW 2.5 GHz)

BNC male coax (RG-58) connector

Tekftonix 11432 input amplifier (400 MHz)
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high bandwidth measuring equipment is not available.

5.2.3 GaAs 2:1 Multiplexer Revisited

Since the purpose of designing the tester wâs to test high speed ICs, the 2:1

GaAs multiplexer discussed in chapter two was retested. The results will illustrate the

advantages of the testel over the hybrid test setup discussed previously. A 200 Mb/s

data stream with a 50Vo duty cycle was inputted into channel A of the multiplexer and

the resuiting output is illustrated in Figure 5.17.

The output waveform has a peak-to-peak voltage of - 1.1 V and reveals a char-

acteristic of the multiplexer that was impossible to measu¡e with the hybrid test equip-

ment. The data süeam inputted into the multiplexer duty cycle is approximately 50Vo,

but the resulting multiplexer output has a 58Va dlty cycle. This shows that there is an

imbalance in the delays within the 2:1 multiplexer. This imbalance causes the multi-

plexer to stay in the high ståts longer than the low state and hence the higher duty

cycle. The high-to-low transition takes longer to propagat€ through the muldplexer

than the low+o-high transition. This is probably due to the unbalanced loading, from

parasitic capacitances, within the IC.

This effect becomes more evident as the bit rate is increased to 500 Mb/s as

displayed in Figure 5.18. The multiplexer output resembles more of a triangle rather

than a squarc pulse. The functionality of the multiplexer degrades drastically as the bit

¡ate is incrcased further. A difference between the multiplexer output waveforms in Fig-

ve 2.7 and, Figure 5.i7 are tle rise time portion of the pulses. Due to the lack of band-

width with the current equipment, the "kink" in the dse portion which is visible in

Figure 23 is not evident in Figure 5.17.
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5.3 Future Testing

The previous sections illustrated that the tsster can provide waveforms which

are suitable for functional testing of single ended high speed ICs. At higher frequen-

cies (>1 Gb/s) the tester's output waveforms would not be suitable if tight timing accu-

racy wâs required. Ultimately, the true meâsure of a tester is timing accuracy. The

timing accuracy of a complete test system would include errors introduced by the pat-

tern generator and the capture and store. Typicall¡ the major part of timing enors are

from the capture and store section. In the tester's case, only timing errors due to the

pattern generator will be discussed. The whole syst€m must be completely opetational

to completely characterize the tester. The software - microcontroller and Microsoft
'Windowsru (PC) interface - must be completely integrated into the system. Once that

is completed the tester characte¡ization can be accomplished.

One problem that must be investigated, which is a GaAs IC anomaly, is a

pulse nanowing effect. This pulse nar.rowing effect, caused by the "GaAs MESFET

hystercsis", has been well documsnted t10,61-621 and is an issue that must be

addressed when utilizing GaAs ICs in the pattem generation section of an AIE. The

pulse narrowing effect occurs because a GaAs circuit sesms to remembeL the ,,off,

state for some time and slowly adjusts to the continuous switching state. For testing

applications, this turns into pattem sensitivity, the fust pulses in a starting pulse train

a|e smaller than succeeding pulses. so whenever the duty cycle of the signal varies

with time, the edge placement varies [6i] as illustrated in Figure 5.19. This effect can

lead to an edge placement enor of hundreds of picoseconds t10,6i1. IC fabrication pro-

cess methods and the utilization of control loops circuitr y have been utilized to

decrease the edge placement error. to below 35 ps t61-621. Since the high fi.equency

path üses GaAs ICs exclusivel¡ it is imperative that the pulse narowing effect be

quantified. This effect would probably be the pattern generator's largest error in terms

of edge placement.
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Figure 5.19: Pulse narrowing effect cåused by MESFET hysteresis.

Another part of the sysæm that must be thoroughly tested is the proposed PLL

board. A phase noise and jitter analysis is required and can be performed with a high

bandwidth scope or a RF spectrum anaTyznr. Also, once the PLL has been cha¡acter-

ized an eye diagram analysis must be performed. This requires the tesûer to output a

pseudo random test pattem out of one channel aûd a low frequency clock out of the

other channel. The low frequency clock, bit rate divided by trrelve f6¡ e¡ample, is

required to trigger an oscilloscope. so that the pseudo random pattÊm can be viewed.

The oscilloscope will display the patærn, ot eye diagram, similar to that shown in Fig-

ure 5.20. The eye diagram will illustrate any pulse narrowing effects and jitter which

results in edge placement timing errors.
¿t. ieso ng ??.3760.rs 23.5?60 ns

I
I

-Ë. ryF

I
--ã ra- ,¿E

Figure 5.20: Eye diagram of a pseudo random pattern [61].
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Chapter 6.0

Conclusions and Recommendations

This thesis has illustrated the design and construction of an ultra high speed

functional digital IC tester. Some of the design goals discussed in chapær two havo

been met, but dùe to a lack of time complete system integration (software, PLL clock

generation) was not possible. One hígh fi'equency path (chanîel) was successfully

tested. The pin driver's output \#aveforms were suitable for testing single ended

circuíts up to the maximum bit rate of 1.20 Gb/s. Unfortunately, the pin driver's

differential output's were unsuitable for testing differential circuits at higher bit rates

(> 750 Mb/s). The worst case timing criteria was met (Section 4.5) and most electrical

design specifrcations were met. Unfortunately, one issue that is crucial for system func-

tionality and must be addressed is the design of the Address bus. As discussed in

chapter four, under worst case operating conditions crosstalk and other noise sources

arc large enough to violate the ECL noise margin of the SRAM inputs. A new Address

bus eliminating the SRAM IC sockets and utilizing stripline transmission lines is

required. Hence, another tester PCB must be proposed and manufacturcd.

To provide four tester channels (pattern generator), utilizing tle same

architecture, a twelve layer PCB as illustrated in Figure 6.1 is proposed. Stripline

tra¡smission iines would be used exclusively and the use of IC sockets would be

eliminated. Utilizing more signal layers, four rather than two, would allow routing of

the Address bus on four layers and hence isolate adjacent bus lines. This would

eliminate the Address bus crosstalk problem discussed in chapter foul Also, the fust
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and twelfth layers (component layers) would be used exclusively for component

piacement - no signal tracking allowed. This would allow closer placement of ICs and

hence shorte¡ propagation delays due to the shorter tracking required. The increase in

the number of signal layers would also allow more effrcient routing of both busses

(Address and Data) and clock signals.

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

Layer 6

Layer 7

Layer I

Layer 9

I
Pads and GND

Signal

GND

Signal

-4.5 V

+5, +6 V

-8, -6 V

r

zv

I Signal

Layer ND

Layer 11

Layer 12

r Signal

Pads and GND

Figure 6.1: Proposed tester PCB stackup,

A¡othel issue that would be addressed is the use of GaAs ICs on the tester.

Recently, Motorola has developed an ECL 121 multiplexer and a l:9 buffer capable of

operating up to 1.20 Gb/s. The Gigabit (1:4 buffer) and Viresse (12:l multiplexer)

GaAs ICs would be replaced by these Motorola ICs. This would eliminate the need for

three power supply voltage levels (3.4 V -5.2 V and -L32 V). The supply voltage

levels requiled would be -4.5 Y, -2 Y -6 Y -8V + 5 V and +6V as illustrated in

Figure 6.1. Another benefit of using ECL rather than GaAs ICs is that they are cheaper
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and dissipate less power than the GaAs ICs. Atso, the expected pulse narrowing

caused by the MESFET hysteresis in GaAs ICs would be decreased since the pin

driver wouid be the only GaAs IC remaining in the high fi.equency path.
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Appendix

Figures 4.1 - 4,6 : Tester PCB artwork (layers 1 to 6).

Figures 4.7 - 4.8 : Power Supply PCB arrwork (layers 1 to 2).



Figure 4.1: Tester PCB artwork, layer I (2:1 sc¿le).
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figure 4.2: Tester PCB artwork, layer 2 (2:1 scale),



Figure Á',3: Tþster PCB arhvork, layer 3 (2:1 scale).
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Figure 4.4: Tester PCB artwork, layer 4 (2:1 scale).
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Figure 4.5: Tkster PCB artwork, layer 5 (2:1 scale).



Figure Ä..6: Tester PCB artwork, layer 6 (2:1 scale).



Figure 4.7: Power Supply PCB artwork, layer I (2:l scale).



Figure Á..8: Porver Supply PCB artwork, layer 2 (2:l scale).
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